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Abstract  
 

Tunisia initiated the Arab Spring in 2011 through the uprising of the Jasmin             

revolution. The country put an end to twenty-three years of dictatorship and            

embraced a new start as a young democracy. The path has been filled with              

obstacles as the country is still fighting severe economic and social crises while             

learning how to accommodate to a newly acquired independence and freedom. One            

of the obstacles facing the democratic transition that has been identified in this paper              

is the miscommunication between the different actors engaged in leading the           

country. By exploring and testing our assumptions directly on the Tunisian field, we             

aim at suggesting the usage of the participatory design approach to solve this             

problem. We believe that such a tool has the power to facilitate and ease the               

discussion between the different stakeholders if adapted to the Tunisian context. By            

investigating the role of participatory design in fostering technological innovations          

such as Internet of Things in a young Tunisian democracy, we show evidence that              

such methodology can greatly help in solving the current problems facing the            

democratic transition.  
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Introduction 

 

Tunisia is considered a young democracy. After 23 years of dictatorship           

characterized by nepotism, corruption, social injustice and pillage, the country rose           

from its ashes, and led a historic revolution that freed the country from its demons. A                

new chapter began, a second republic was born. Since then, the country is fighting              

for this newly acquired freedom and democracy. It has been a troublesome path             

filled with challenges and difficulties, as the country has been and is still learning              

how to manage this recently gained freedom.  

 

The Tunisian revolution started in December 2010, on the day of Mohamed            

Bouazizi’s self immolation, in central Tunisia, in a city called Sidi Bouzid. This served              

as a catalyst to what will later be known as the Arab spring. Today, Tunisia has                

revived as a new democracy and an unstable country. Despite democracy being a             

concept based on communication, there was insufficient communication between the          

different actors. There is a clear need to find a proper tool to engage the different                

actors to participate actively in shaping its future. 

 

Our goal in this paper is to contribute to the ongoing conversation, and             

perhaps, offer new elements that could help guide this revolution through a peaceful             

and steady path. Despite the fact that it took place more than 6 years ago, we                

believe that the revolution is still going strong, as the country is still building itself and                

struggling to pass through an economic and social crisis. Through a mix of             

qualitative, ethnographic and narrative approaches, this study aims at uncovering          

new and different ways of initiating a constructive and positive dialogue between the             

different stakeholders, such as public and private. Our focus aims to facilitate the             

dialogue between stakeholders in connection with technological innovations, such as          

Internet of Things (IoT). Internet of things is an emerging technology based on data              

exchange between objects, for instance household appliances. It is mainly used to            
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reduce energy consumptions and have different other applications that will be           

explained further in the thesis. (Rose, 2014) 

 

Diving through our personal experiences and the different data collected from           

the interviews and the workshop held, we want to add a fresh perspective to the               

conversation. This paper has an emphasis on a narrative approach, where we as             

researchers, but also as Tunisians who deeply care for their country, tell the story of               

our research and experiments. We clearly express our point of view, and how we              

experienced the fieldwork. We explain our personal opinion during the first part of the              

thesis. As there is no previous research dealing with this particular subject, we took              

advantage of this situation and decided to adopt such methodology as we hope that              

it will help us convey our experiences during the workshop and interviews. Also,             

such an approach would allow other researchers, willing to investigate similar issues,            

to use our narrative in their work.  

 

As part of our project, we introduced a handful set of definitions and theories              

that will be of use during our analysis. Furthermore, we detailed our methodological             

approach, and explained how we used it. We discuss our findings and aim at              

presenting a suitable answer for our research question: understanding the role of            

participatory design in fostering technological innovations such as Internet of Things           

in a Tunisian democracy.  

 

The first chapter is a detailed narrative of the workshop held with Chifco. We              

describe the experiment from our perspective, and include our personal thoughts           

and opinions. In the second chapter, we narrate the different interviews that we held              

in Tunisia, focusing on the details that seized our attention. In the third chapter, we               

introduce the different theoretical frameworks that are relevant to our research. The            

fourth chapter elaborates on the different methodological approaches used during          

our research, such as the qualitative and ethnographic approach. The fifth chapter is             

an analysis of our findings using the theoretical frameworks introduced earlier in the             

study. The last chapter is a discussion about the outcome of our analysis in order to                

put our contribution into perspective.  
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Our main motivation for this research is to provide more insights and data             

concerning the current Tunisian landscape of innovation and technology. These          

insights would contribute to the ongoing discussion, and might add a new and fresh              

perspective on how to move forward in the conversation. Furthermore, this thesis            

allowed us to combine our fields of studies and apply our academic knowledge on a               

subject that is dear to us: Tunisia.  

 

Participatory design might be well known and spread across developed          

countries and more particularly in Scandinavia, but it is still in an infancy stage in               

other parts of the world, such as in Tunisia. We believe that this concept may play a                 

prominent role in solving the communication problem encountered by the young           

Tunisian democracy, if customized to fit the context. Furthermore, we believe that            

technological innovations have a major role in developing a country, as they aim at              

facilitating the everyday life of citizens. It is a tool that aims at improving the               

productivity of the human being, and thus the society. Additionally, it helps in             

reducing time waste. Having on board with us in this study the sole company that               

produces and commercializes IoT solutions in Tunisia, we decided to seize this            

opportunity and use IoT as an example. We believe that our experiment can be              

replicated on other technologies, not only IoT. 

 

The findings in this thesis can be used by the different parties studied, such              

as the government and the private institutions in an attempt to enhance the current              

Tunisian landscape. Additionally, it can be used by researchers interested in the            

subject to build on our research as there are many questions yet to be answered.  
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Chapter 1: The Petri dish  

 

This first chapter is about the workshop that we held with the company Chifco.              

The chapter will be the story, told from our own perspective, of what happened as               

well as our feelings and thoughts about the matter. It will be, as mentioned earlier               

written in a narrative approach. We named it the Petri Dish because it is, for us an                 

experiment of a sort, to test if participatory design is compatible with a Tunisian              

culture. 

  

The Workshop from our Perspective 

We flew to Tunisia at the end of March 2017. It was an unexpected decision,               

as we booked our tickets a couple of days prior to departing. The idea came when                

we were in a meeting with our supervisor. We were in despair that day concerning               

our thesis. To be honest, it was not going as we expected it, we were hitting a block                  

and did not know how to move forward.  

 

Our subject in an early stage was not focusing on Tunisia, rather on             

Scandinavia, and we were having a hard time to access any data. In a brainstorming               

session during that meeting, the idea of doing a participatory design workshop with a              

Tunisian company came up. We had different expectations for the workshop and the             

overall field trip. In fact, we wanted to learn more about technological innovations in              

Tunisia, specifically IoT. Also, we wanted to uncover how people would react to a              

participatory design workshop within a culture that is different from the Scandinavian            

one. Those are our goals for running this experiment for our research. Furthermore,             

we set unrelated objectives to create the content of the workshop, thus indirectly             

achieving the aforementioned goals.  
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The objectives that we set for the workshop are: to grasp use cases in IoT,               

understand the users’ point of view about the product, develop a new product and              

improve an existing solution, and understand the users' mindset about being           

involved in the development process. Those were meant to offer the company a new              

approach for product development.  

 

Following those objectives, we planned a workshop of two hours for six to             

eight persons. We broke down the workshop in three phases; a warm up phase              

designed to set the tone for the entire session, presenting the study and the products               

of the company, and ending up with an ice breaker and small discussion about IoT               

and design. The next phase is the product development. The participants would be             

divided into two groups, each assigned to a product; a released product and a              

product still under development. Each group would have to reflect on the usability of              

the product and add potential features. Afterward, each group would have to present             

their work and get mutual feedbacks and criticism. The last phase is design and              

validation. Each group would have to design a use case for their product, with              

reviewing and creating new features, with the feedbacks collected. Then, each group            

would present its final work, and it would be followed by a round of mutual               

feedbacks. The structure of the workshop was inspired from a similar experiment on             

mobile context awareness conducted in Denmark and China. It was divided in five             

parts: Warmup, Brainstorm, Pros and Cons, Design and Validation. (Qin, Tan,           

Bødker, Sun, & Clemmensen, 2017) The manuscript was handed to us by our             

supervisor.  

 

The company allowed us to do the workshop in their facilities, and since it was               

a weekday, the sample we wished for was unfeasible, because people were working.             

We still managed to gather people from diverse backgrounds, but they were mostly             

recent graduates, students, and people between two projects. We prepared a two            

hour workshop where the aim was to give participants an opportunity to express their              

opinion about a released product and a conceptual product.  
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Having both facilitated several workshops in conferences in the past, we had            

acquired experience in the matter. In fact, both of us worked in a student led               

organization occupying leadership roles. We were coached as facilitators and          

trainers. During our work, we had to deliver training sessions for other members and              

students in several different topics. Furthermore, we ran similar kind of workshops.            

We occupied positions as agenda managers where we were tasked to set the vision,              

the goals and the objectives of the conference. Then, we created appropriate            

sessions, activities and content to fulfill them. During the workshop, we had two             

medical students, a geophysicist, a human resources manager, a media and design            

graduate and the business and strategy analyst of the company as participants.            

Another participant working in the video game industry was unable to attend. We             

chose specifically those persons for their skill set and field of studies.  

 

One of the company’s product used during the workshop was a wearable            

bracelet to be used by women in need during dangerous situations. We thought that              

medical students would have a different perspective on this product. The media and             

design graduate as well as the person working in the video game industry would              

have a perspective oriented towards the design of the solution as a whole and a               

clearer understanding of the UX and UI. The human resources manager worked in             

two big IT companies, Tata Consultancy and Microsoft. Her background would help            

her give advice on the business side of IT management.  

 

We cast the geophysicist as a participant because we thought it would be             

interesting to have someone in the workshop who has no relation to IoT or design or                

business. We wanted to have someone who has little knowledge of those fields to              

have a fresh perspective about it. Also, the participant could inspire the company to              

launch IoT products related to the geophysics field. Finally, the last participant was a              

representative from the company, the business and strategy analyst more precisely.           

It was important for us to have the company participating in the workshop as we               

wanted them to interact and create with potential users.  
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We were planning on filming the whole workshop, but unfortunately, half of            

the equipment that we were going to use was unavailable. At that point, with so               

many unexpected last minute constraints, we were not sure that the workshop would             

proceed as we envisioned.  

 

The workshop started with a brief 5-minute presentation about IoT and           

participatory design, not as an educational content, but rather to set the tone of the               

workshop. Following that, the company’s representative briefly introduced the two          

products on which participants were going to work during the workshop. At that point,              

we were reluctant about the workshop, but we had a duty to fulfill towards the               

company and the participants, so we did our best to run the workshop.  

 

Before starting the discussion, we initiated with an ice-breaker to lighten the            

mood. We wanted to have an idea about the participants' position about certain             

topics that mattered to the workshop. We wanted to compare, at the end of the               

workshop if their understanding of those topics would change or not. We asked the              

participants to tell us the first thing that would come to their mind when given a word.                 

The initial word they were given was design. The responses were: beauty,            

decoration, joy, novelty, and emotion. The second word was connected objects. The            

responses were: facility, future, camera, the Internet, new technologies, discoveries,          

information, achievements, usage and engagement. The third word was user          

experience, and the answers were honesty and responsibility.  

 

The participants were dispatched into two groups to work on the two products             

as mentioned earlier. We put the two most talkative persons in two separate groups,              

and two high school friends in two different groups as well. When they started              

working, after a few minutes, we noticed the way they were sitting was not optimal               

for the discussion, and there was always somebody left out. We decided to change              

the chairs’ position after the break. In the beginning, they were sitting in a linear way,                

and we changed it to a triangular way, as it can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Participants of the workshop sitting in a linear way. This figure illustrates the 

initial way before we made the change. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 

 

 
Figure 2. Participants of the workshop sitting in a triangular way. This figure 

illustrates the setting after we made the change. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 

 

 

Although people did not know each other inside the groups, we were            

surprised by the dynamics present during the workshop. The discussions were so            

intense that we had to stop them each time due to time constraints. Throughout the               
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workshop, we were pleased to see that it was proceeding better than expected,             

although we had some challenges.  

 

We were delighted to see the participants proposing different solutions          

inspired by their various backgrounds. For instance, there was a discussion between            

the two medical students on one of the products, and how it could be used in a novel                  

way other than the one envisioned by the company. The media and design graduate              

gave a feedback about the mobile application used with one of the products, saying              

that for a finished product, it looked more as a beta stage one and that the screen                 

space was not used optimally.  

 

At the end of the workshop, we held a feedback session with the participants              

to learn about their thoughts on the experience, as well as to improve ourselves and               

future potential workshops that the company may hold. Feedbacks about the           

workshop were mostly positive, as the participants were pleased to attend the            

workshop and make their voices heard by a company that is creating products for              

them. The company representative was thrilled to see the ideas that sparked around             

the products from people with different backgrounds and how such a methodology            

could be used to improve their offerings. It was a satisfying experience for us as well,                

the facilitators, as we could bridge the gap between a company and its potential              

customers. Our goal was to test participatory design in a Tunisian context and see              

how both stakeholders - the company and the participants - would react to this tool.               

The communication between them during the workshop was insightful, and it led to             

inspiring discussions about the products. We understood from that moment that           

participatory design, regardless of the cultural backgrounds, could work, if you           

manage to create a room for people to express themselves and share their ideas,              

debating in a peaceful and constructive manner. We strongly believe it should be the              

first and primary objective of any workshop using such methodologies.  

 

At the beginning of the experience, we feared that due to all the constraints              

mentioned earlier, the workshop would not go as intended, and it would be a waste               

of time, since we had only two weeks to conduct our exploratory research in Tunisia.               
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After the end of the workshop, we figured out that we were wrong, and that the                

workshop exceeded even our craziest expectations. The group dynamics were very           

powerful, as well as the ideas exchanged during the session.  
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Chapter 2: Under the Microscope  

 

This chapter is written in a narrative style to convey our emotions and our              

experience during the encounters. We named it Under the Microscope since we are             

digging deeper in several subject treated in our paper. We narrate the Tunisian             

revolution from our perspective and describe some cultural aspects of Tunisia           

through anecdotes. Furthermore, we will cover the topics from the point of view of              

government officials, consultants and top management in large Tunisian         

corporations. 

 

Childhood Memories 

One of the authors decided to write recollections of his life. He chose some              

stories that describe Tunisian culture and facts about the country. This section gives             

more context to the reader about somes themes that will be covered in the paper.               

The topics introduced are about the injustice in Tunisia in rural areas, the work in               

Tunisia and the educational system. 

 

Injustice in Tunisia 

When I was a child, my family used to go to Aïn Draham, a city in the North of                   

Tunisia. The city is developed compared to other places since it was a touristic hub.               

On the road, we used to stop in rural villages to eat local cuisine. Living in my small                  

bubble and growing up in a high social class family, I noticed that those persons               

were different from us. In fact, the whole surroundings were unusual for me; the              

houses and streets were more like ruins to me. Of course, my imagination added a               

layer to it. It was not a rubble, but still, the city where I lived was far more developed.  

 

Inquiring my father about it, he responded that the inner areas of the country              

are less advanced than the coastal ones. I did not reflect on it at that time due to my                   
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age. In one of my college courses about development theories, I finally learned the              

answers. The professor explained to us the reason for the infrastructural discrepancy            

in the country. Ben Ali and his family's natal city is Hammam Sousse, a coastal town.                

Its surrounding areas are some of the most developed parts of Tunisia, aside from              

the capital. 

 

The work in Tunisia 

My mother's cousin owns a shop, selling car parts, in the center of Tunis. I               

usually buy components, there, and his assistant replaces them for me. I spend a              

few hours observing him and learning how to do so. Over time, I became              

accustomed to him. One day, he started being honest with me about the owner. He               

was scared of him. He did not want to lose his job since he was regularly making                 

mistakes. Instead of being truthful with his manager, he covers up everything and             

stays silent.  

 

Another story was told to me by a close friend of mine. She worked at Tata                

consultancy for a year and a half in India. She acquired a new set of skills and                 

experience while working in several branches of the human relation management.           

She went back to Tunisia and found a job in Siemens. She was the assistant to the                 

sole HR manager of the company. After a few months, she developed a strategy              

based on the knowledge learned during her work abroad. After presenting it to her              

superior, the latter dismissed it without even reading it. She told her it was not part of                 

her job description and that she should get back to her regular paperwork. 

 

Educational system 

As a pupil, I feared my second-year teacher. It was the same case for my               

classmates. He was severe with us, even though we were only 7 years old. Making a                

noise in the classroom or forgetting one's homework would result in an unfortunate             

fate. The unlucky person would suffer the wrath of the teacher's wooden ruler until              
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his hands turn red following the several swings. That is common in Tunisia. Most of               

my friends will recall a similar story to this day, laughing about it over a café table.  

 

The Jasmin Revolution 

Through this section, we aim at giving more context to the reader about the              

Tunisian revolution, or ‘La revolution du Jasmin’. Jasmin is a commonly present            

flower in Tunisia, and has been used as a symbol of hope and peace during the                

revolution. The Tunisian Revolution led to the birth of a young democracy. We based              

our study on this young democracy, so it is important to understand the             

circumstances and background that led to it.  

 

Tunisia had been under the Ben Ali dictatorship for 23 years. Ben Ali became              

president after what is known as the 1987 Tunisian coup d’état where as a prime               

minister, he managed to overthrow the president Habib Bourguiba by invoking his            

inability to govern due to his advanced age.  

 

It was a late afternoon on the 14 January 2011; we were glued to our TV                

stations, following different media channels in order to keep us updated on the             

current events taking place. School had been dismissed everywhere in the country            

for a week already, and we could barely leave our homes, as militia was roaming the                

streets.  

 

Despite the curfew instaured that prevented citizens to wander in the streets             

after 5 pm, everyone was celebrating the unbelievable news, as the information was             

spreading at the speed of light; Ben Ali flew the country to Saudi Arabia, abandoning               

the presidency and releasing the country from its demons. Little did we know at that               

time this represented the consecration of the Jasmin Revolution and what would            

constitute the rise of the Arab spring.  
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The riots that led to the event of the 14th of January had started              

approximately a month earlier. Mohamed Bouazizi’s symbolic suicide attempt by          

immolation on the 17th of December was the event that triggered the Tunisian             

revolution and the Arab Spring. Tunisia was and as a matter of fact, is still suffering                

from a high unemployment rate, notably among the young. Bouazizi did not survive             

his critical condition and died in the hospital on the 4th of January 2011. Bouazizi               

has been considerate as a symbol of the revolution as he represented the struggle              

lived by many other citizens. Yet, his story was only the trigger, as the country was                

encountering several complex problems, and was struggling.  

 

Corruption under the Ben Ali era was common. As a matter of fact, it was one                

of the main causes that led to the Tunisian revolution, as the citizens grew tired of                

the constant social injustice and inequality that reigned in the country and operated             

by Ben Ali and by his wife’s family; the Trabelsi family, through their pillaging.              

Furthermore, the country’s unemployment rate reached an all time high of 14%, and             

adding to that, and commodity prices jumped remarkably . Moreover, under the            

dictatorship regime, the country lived under a shrinking and highly censored press            

freedom. In fact, Ben Ali’s son in law was at the head of a publishing house that                 

printed four newspapers, such as Le Temps, a commonly read journal. Additionally,            

the television was state run, providing Ben Ali and his family more control over the               

press and thus depriving citizens of further freedom. In a nutshell, corruption,            

oppression, social injustice, economic crisis were major elements that led to the            

uprise of the revolution.  

 

An interesting phenomenon to note about this revolution, is how the internet            

served as a spontaneous common ground for citizens coming from various social            

classes to unite. The internet, and more precisely facebook are considered as the             

catalyst of the Tunisian revolution, as they helped creating a social movement. In             

point of fact, 850.000 active facebook users were accounted for during the unrest out              

of 3.6 millions Tunisian internet users or 35% of the population. People were using              

online social media platforms such as Facebook as a substitute to militant media.             
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The use of mass communication played a prominent role. ( Marzouki, Marzouki,            

Béjaoui, Hammoudi & Bellaj, 2012) 

 

Through social media platforms, any citizen, either passive or active, could           

share information that might have a major impact on the community. Thus, the             

platforms were described as “Citizen media” as they helped in shaping the collective             

consciousness of the people. Facebook is considered as the main catalyst of the             

Tunisian revolution, as it allowed a rapid distribution of the information among the             

citizens, thus accelerating the revolution. It is relevant to note that over the time of               

the revolution, Facebook users were progressively able to gain more responsibility           

concerning information encryption and distribution. This played a major role in           

evicting the regime as Facebook helped shaping the “collective political awareness           

of the people”. (Marzouki et al., 2012)  

Fieldwork  

In this section, we will continue our story, relaying the facts of our trip to               

Tunisia, focusing on the bigger picture and the persons we met as well as the               

information we gathered. We will conclude this section by highlighting explicit and            

implicit tensions encountered during the fieldwork. 

 
March 23, 1600 - BIAT headquarters, Habib Bourguiba Avenue 

Noomane Fehri, former minister of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy of           

Tunisia 
We arrived to the most luxurious and technologically advanced building          

that we have seen in Tunisia, like a standard multinational company in Denmark.             

After a few minutes waiting, one of Fehri’s staff came and led us to their office. Fehri                 

is working on his own project, financed by the BIAT Bank, Biatlabs, a startup              

incubator. The first thing that we noticed was that his whole team was composed by               

recent graduates, aged around twenty-five years old. 

  

We exchanged some emails with Fehri before arriving to Tunisia, telling him            

that we were writing our master thesis on the Internet of things and participatory              
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design. We wanted his help in studying the latest technological trends in Tunisia, and              

the government initiatives planned before he left the office, few months ago. We             

were invited to join an IoT start-up pitch that occurred before our meeting with him,               

and to give our feedbacks.  

  

A young mechanical engineer developed an IoT solution inspired from Britain           

to measure the consumption of electricity in household, and to return it in local              

currency, so that would make sense for the user. In fact, in Tunisia, there has been a                 

struggle between the users and the national electricity provider, as the latter tends to              

send overpriced bills to the customers. Thus, the solution proposed will enable the             

customer to monitor their usage while having a better follow up on the bills.  

  

The entrepreneur has already found retailers that are interested in the           

solution, and needs an initial budget to be able to manufacture a hundred pieces,              

and give it away to customers in order to test it and give feedbacks. The solution is                 

an easy plug and play and works over WiFi.  

  

During the pitch, he explained thoroughly his business plan, that he prepared            

with the help of an accelerator. In fact, we were impressed by the simplicity of the                

solution as well as the mindset of this engineer. We tried to give feedbacks in order                

to help him improve his product. This is one of the many examples of Tunisian               

Entrepreneurs fighting against a rising unemployment rate, and at the same time,            

bringing novelty to the table. Furthermore, it is a typical day in the office of Fehri.  

  

After waiting outside for Fehri and the entrepreneur to talk privately about the             

output of the pitch, he received us again. We explained to him the goal of our                

research, the topics that we wanted to cover, and started shooting questions. First,             

Fehri started explaining the legal landscape of IoT in Tunisia. In contrast with the rest               

of the world, in Tunisia the IoT frequencies are accessible through a licence.             

Businesses would need to pay a fee to use those frequencies.  
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He said that for the government, there were two solutions. The first one would              

be to change the law, and that would take approximately two years, and entities will               

not be able to use those frequencies until the bill is passed through the parliament.               

The second one is a government decree that would offer a licence enabling             

businesses to use IoT frequencies right away for a fee. The government chose the              

latter while working on the first one on the long term.  

  

Fehri was the one that brought up the idea when he was the minister, and               

worked on it, and his successor made it concrete. The government decree was             

released in February, and companies were applying it when we were in Tunisia.             

According to Fehri, there is a certain will to change things in Tunisia, and to make                

things move forward. Nonetheless, in many cases, initiatives get stuck in between            

bureaucratic and obsolete laws, making the process harder and slower for innovation            

to occur. As he said: “The only way for this country to survive is to help and                 

encourage start-ups because they will be the catalyst in the success throughout the             

country.” 

  

On that note, Fehri asked for our availability for the next week. He started              

calling people and booking meeting for us, in order to help us with our research. He                

managed to secure us seven different meetings, with current government officials,           

private companies, and consultants. In exchange, he made us promise him that if we              

ever found ourselves in his shoes, we would do the same by helping other students. 

 
March 24, 900 - Ministry of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy, Rue            

d’Angleterre 

Sadok Toumi, Head of Minister's Cabinet  
In contrast with BIAT headquarters, and to our surprise, we arrived to the             

least technologically advanced building in Tunisia, probably built during the french           

colonisation. In fact, we just had to give our IDs with no security screening system               

nor a fancy ID scanner. The most advanced piece of technology that we have seen               

was WiFi repeater.  
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We were welcomed in the head of minister’s cabinet office with a cup of              

coffee. We presented ourselves briefly, as usual, and thanked him for his hospitality,             

and squeezing a last minute meeting with us in his schedule, as he was traveling the                

day after and we would not be able to meet him. The session was very insightful in                 

the way that we learned more about the current government positioning about our             

topics. Toumi Explained to us that he will try to briefly cover the main strategy of the                 

government, while one of the advisors will meet us afterward to discuss it in details.               

He stated that the government is working on mainly four strategic axes:            

Infrastructure, E-government, E-business and Smart Tunisia. 

 

The current telecommunication law was published in 2001, and only barely           

altered since then. As the technological field is evolving rapidly, the law right now is               

considered archaic. In 2013, there was a national strategy plan, called digital            

Tunisia 2018 and then changed to 2020. The main objective of this plan is making               

Tunisia a numerical platform. There is a new digital law that is being drafted. The               

government wants to prepare an infrastructure that would be necessary for the            

development of the country.  

 

The first axe is the Infrastructure. The strategic vision of this axe is to render               

access to high speed internet and knowledge common wildly throughout the country.            

There are seven initiatives within this axe that aim at, among others, making high              

internet speed accessible to all institutions and households, improve competitivity          

and accessibility to local cloud infrastructures, implement and promote green IT.           

Among the achieved goals, we highlight the attribution of IoT licences. In fact, the              

government is releasing multiple call for bidders to work on the infrastructure. It is              

the case, for instance, for the IoT licence. The main projects about ultra fast              

broadband plan are 4G, outdoor wifi, national integrated network for          

administrations...  

 

Tunisia was divided in three main economic zones: a profitable zone for            

telecommunication operators, that will have excellent technological infrastructure,        

and will be 100% financed by private institutions. The second zone is profitable on              
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the long term and will be financed by public-private partnerships - PPP. The third              

zone is not profitable, and will be financed 100% by the government. Those projects              

and initiatives are not an important matter only for the infrastructure axe, but also for               

the E-business and E-government axes.  

 

The next is E-business. The vision of this axe is to transform the businesses              

with a use of digital technologies for a better competitivity, productivity and            

integration and at the same time, improve the quality of life of citizens through a               

better use of digital solutions. Its most important initiative is to ease the online              

payment, to develop and promote E-health, E-tourism, E-retail and E-logistics          

through the post office platform, to develop an E-cultural numerical content. Lastly, it             

aims at introducing an E-citizen program, through developing public mandatory          

E-services for citizens. 

 

The third axe is E-government. Its vision is to transform the administration            

through the usage and adoption of digital technologies in order to improve the             

efficiency and transparency towards citizen and businesses. Its main initiatives are to            

develop and promote digital technologies in public administrations, and train the           

employees within those institutions, evolve towards an online, transactional, citizen          

oriented, services and finally encourage corporations to use those services.  

 

The final axe is Smart Tunisia. It is a program initiated by the Tunisian state               

and part of public-private partnerships. Its goal is to create 50.000 jobs over five              

years in offshoring, nearshoring and colocation. The Tunisian government will inject,           

over a five year period, five hundred million euros to the program.  

 

Digital Tunisia 2020 has a strategy for innovation in information and           

communication technologies. It aims at making innovation the catalyst of digital           

technologies and better entrepreneurship through the development of multiple         

projects: mobile development, IoT technologies, cryptocurrency, and E-learning.        

With a layer of IT infrastructure, cyber security and a new digital law, it aims at                
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making Tunisia a digital platform while decreasing unemployment rates. (Ministère          

des Technologies de la Communication et de l’Economie Numérique, 2017) 

 

Furthermore, Toumi asserts that the government is working on a legal           

framework for startups which is the startup act, in order to help them, because              

Tunisia needs this kind of persons to create new job opportunities. The startup act              

will help have a clear definition of a startup versus a small business or a large                

business, in order to set government initiatives to support such entities. Moreover,            

Toumi stressed that the Tunisian educational system creates job seekers rather than            

entrepreneurs.  

 

According to him, the current law is rigid. Nonetheless, they are actively trying             

to create opportunities through governmental decrees to bypass it, as it is the case              

for the IoT licence.  

 

Since we had a meeting just after this one, we just booked another meeting              

on Monday with the advisors.  

 
March 24, 1100 - 3S, Standard Sharing Software, Kheireddine Pacha Avenue 

Anas Ouali, Chief Marketing Officer 3S 

We had several phone call with the CEO of 3S who arranged the meeting for               

us. We were rushing to the headquarter as we just finished our previous meeting.              

We were welcome in the office of the CMO of one of the biggest telecom companies                

in Tunisia, and the sole local Cisco gold partner. Ouali started the meeting by briefly               

introducing 3S. He talked also about IoT in Tunisia, and how 3S is planning to tackle                

the market. Globalnet, an internet service provider owned totally by 3S will be the              

prime manager of the IoT network. Furthermore, a subsidiary of the group is             

currently working on developing connected objects. The goal of 3S is to have a              

tunisian added value, and thus, produce and manufacture connected objects entirely           

made in Tunisia. According to him, it will reinforce the local market. 
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Through their focus on the IoT market, they aim at reinforcing the low-power              

microelectronic technology within the group. Furthermore, 3S sees itself as a partner            

of IoT startups rather than competitor, as it will provide them with the necessary              

network infrastructure to run their operations. They will not interact with the end user,              

but rather commercialize solutions as a third party and a service provider. Globalnet,             

as one of the largest ISP in Tunisia, has a strong foothold that will enable it to                 

successfully introduce the products and services of those startups. Their strong           

market penetration and commercial presence makes them an ideal partner for           

startups.  

 

3S aims at having products and services divided by industry. For instance, an             

agricultural pack to sell IoT technologies to large farmers, as it is one of the largest                

economy in Tunisia. 3S will be focusing on large scale IoT projects. Products and              

services that would be deployed on all the Tunisian soil and communicate on far              

distances through radio frequencies. As the idea behind IoT is to reduce energy             

consumption, they thought about products that would have a long battery life, five to              

ten years. Furthermore, they are developing other services with startups. One           

example is a fleet management solution for car rental services, in association with             

Chifco.  

 

As an ISP, Globalnet has a proficiency in dealing with security and data             

privacy as it has been running its own cloud for several years now. With this               

knowledge in hand, and a mature cloud solution, it has the necessary skills and              

resources to act as a third party for the startup, as well as deploying its own products                 

and services.  

 
March 25, 900 - National Authority for Protection of Personal Data, Mutuelleville 

Chawki Gaddes, President 
We arrived several minutes ahead on a Saturday morning to the National            

Authority for Protection of Personal Data. The building was empty. In fact, it was not               

a working day for the staff, but still the president kindly accepted to receive us. He                
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was pleased to meet us as he enjoys talking about data protection and data privacy               

since there is only a handful of lawyers knowledgeable about this subject in Tunisia.  

 

We had an insightful meeting covering several issues with data privacy in            

Tunisia. Gaddes asserted that the major problem in Tunisia is the lack of awareness              

and education concerning data privacy and protection. There is nothing in the            

Tunisian curriculum that tackles this issue, apart from an introductory course in one             

of the law schools that is taught by Gaddes himself. In essence, 30 to 60 students                

per year study the topic. Tunisians rarely discuss the matter, and for the people who               

are aware of it, they usually decide to ignore the issue, rather than do something               

about it. There are only three lawyers in Tunisia expert on the matter, among them               

Gaddes.  

 

The National Authority for Protection of Personal Data was founded at the end             

of 2008 by Ben Ali, and started its work in 2009. As of March 2017, the instance                 

processed 2650 cases from the moment it was established. There were two other             

presidents before Gaddes, and each one stayed three years at the office. 73% of the               

cases were processed during Gaddes’s term. In fact, he was proactive in the media,              

raising awareness about the importance of the protection of personal data. That            

increased the number of cases filed at the instance. 

  

As a matter of fact, there were countless violations of the law regarding the               

protection of personal data. As Gaddes mentioned, hospitals are mishandling their           

patients’ sensitive data. The information collected about patients is stocked in a            

chaotic way, in clouds overseas. There was a case of a hospital sending blood              

samples with names for analysis to the laboratory. According to him, such violation             

represents one of the most important infringements of citizen’s rights.  

  

Also, there are supermarkets that gather customer data with a fidelity plan            

and sell it to companies without notifying clients. Furthermore, several companies in            

Tunisia sell Internet enabled surveillance cameras with no encryption process.          

These types of cameras allow people to see their houses in real time over web or                
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phone applications. Gaddes specified that there was a Russian website where you            

could watch hacked cameras online, among them, a lot of Tunisian ones. All those              

cases could be reported to the National Authority for Protection of Personal Data             

who would in turn file a complaint to the court of law. Due to the general population’s                 

lack of awareness, none is doing so. 

  

During the meeting, we asked Gaddes about the commercialization of an IoT            

object from a legal point of view, conforming to the current law in Tunisia. According               

to him, businesses should inform the user that the object would gather data, and be               

clear about the usage of the personal data collected. They should also state             

beforehand the risks that such objects represent for the protection of this data.  

 

As an expert and professor in data protection, Gaddes was asked by the             

government to write a new bill about the protection of personal data. It was mainly               

derived from the European Union law about data protection and tackles different            

topics; handling sensitive data and its procedures, collecting and destroying data,           

transferring data, and the rights of the citizens in terms of data protection. It tackles               

as well advanced topics such as the right to be forgotten, automated individual             

decision-making, geolocation, cloud computing and the Internet of things. There is           

also a section about a unique identifier such as the NemID used in Denmark.              

Another chapter deals with an appointee for the protection of personal data that             

should be present in an institution with more than fifty employees or processing             

sensitive data. The last chapter of the bill is about the different sanctions that can be                

applied against a person or an institution violating the bill. The bill is currently being               

reviewed by the government and will soon be taken to parliament. 

 

 
March 27, 1400 - Ministry of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy, Rue            

d’Angleterre 

Badreddine Ladjemi, Digital Consultant at the Ministry 

We are finally back to the ministry for our second meeting with one of the                

ministry’s advisor, Ladjemi. As a matter of fact, the head of the ministry cabinet              
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arranged a meeting for us with him. As usual, we briefly presented ourselves, and              

started asking our questions. Ladjemi is working in the project management office -             

PMO - that was freshly founded by the new minister. It is the first initiative of its kind.  

 

In fact, different ministers and governments took office since the revolution,           

but none of them lasted more than two years. This created a discontinuity in the               

ministry as with each new minister, the management changes. Most of them were             

working according to the national strategic plan. The main issue is that they were              

only working on a strategic level. With none of the 70 projects constituting Tunisia              

2020 moving forward, the PMO has been established in order to work on a more               

operational level.  

 

The projects constituting Tunisia 2020 aim at developing the country from a            

digital point of view, insuring a proper infrastructure that will enable citizens to             

access the internet from different parts of the country. It aims at making Tunisia a               

leader in technologies in the Arab and African world. According to Ladjemi, the             

administration is encountering problems in the execution part. The strategy and           

vision of the different projects has been agreed upon, but with every party involved              

wanting to prioritize their own interests, this makes the projects freeze.  

 

The five persons in the PMO are currently working on solving these issues.             

Their main goal is to insure that the national strategic plan moves forward with its 70                

projects, as it has already been greatly delayed. Upon the arrival of the new minister,               

they immediately started the concretisation phase, as there was a gap between the             

goals set in the national strategic plan and the ones achieved. In fact, the project               

completion rate is low.  

 

Ladjemi stated that change in Tunisia is slowly happening. He asserted that            

the current telecommunication law is obsolete for today’s needs.         

Telecommunications used to play a great role in the past, but this is changing, as the                

digital and numerical is slowly replacing them. What he referred to as ‘the             

telecommunication paradise’ is now long gone. The country is moving towards a new             
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numerical era, and all parties should take part in this revolution. The            

telecommunication law will be replaced soon by a new numerical law that is being              

drafted.  

 
March 28, 1730 - National Agency for Computer Security, Avenue Jean Jaurès 

Mohamed Naoufel Frikha, President 

The National Agency for Computer Security just moved to a new building.            

Unfortunately for us, it was located downtown, and it was challenging to get there on               

time in rush hour. We started asking questions about IoT in Tunisia. Frikha told us               

that frequencies in the country are scarce resources, and they are managed by the              

state. A meeting was organized between different parties, public and private, in order             

to ensure that the frequencies allocated to the IoT network would be free. IoT              

frequencies were used mainly by two public organizations, thus easing the process            

with the government. According to him, the main threat to IoT and new technologies              

in general in Tunisia is the ecosystem. In fact, there are different initiatives to              

develop technologies in Tunisia, but they never conclude because of execution           

issues.  

 

The National Agency for Computer Security is an organization that advises           

companies wishing to use technologies. Their goal is to raise the awareness of the              

users concerning the drawbacks of Internet-enabled devices. For them, the internet           

security is a process that starts with the implementation of the right culture within              

companies. The agency aims to sensitize the citizens about the dangers of the             

Internet while encouraging to use Tunisian digital services and products. For           

instance, the agency thinks that using the cloud in Tunisia can be a security issue               

because it is easy to hack and it is not secured enough. Frikha said that one of our                  

problems as well is that the Tunisian government does not have a national cloud. 

 
March 30, 1000 - Topnet, Centre Urbain Nord  

Mehdi Frini, CMO & Houssem Mahmoudi, Project manager 

We started our busiest day in our field trip with a meeting along Topnet, one               

of the largest internet service provider in Tunisia. They are the direct competitor of              
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Globalnet, which is part of 3S. Topnet is a public company belonging to Tunisie              

Telecom, the national public telecommunication operator. Topnet is also Chifco’s          

partner, as they commercialize their IP Cam and smart home solutions. Its aim is to               

become the main IoT service provider. 

 

 Topnet wants to position itself as a strategic partner to IoT startups rather             

than a competitor. In fact, they want to have a win-win situation and help their               

partner develop itself. But throughout the interview we asked them about their            

sharing model with startups in general, and they said that they intend to secure far               

more than 50% of the profit. Due to their infrastructure cost, their network, their              

marketing know-how and their commercial force, they believe that having less would            

not be sufficient. Frini, the CMO, added that it depends on the leverage and the               

product that the startups would offer. For instance, Chifco being the first startup             

working on IoT and having a solid value proposition, has been offered a 50-50              

sharing model.  

 

Topnet does not aim at having its own IoT platform but rather wants to              

commercialize products and services for other companies. They want to partner with            

different businesses in order to gain competencies in the IoT area. According to             

Frini, the IoT market is slowly maturing. Moreover, even with an interesting offer,             

users are still reluctant to buy due to the market price. Topnet wants to focus on                

Home and office automation. They are not interested in niche markets such as             

agriculture where the infrastructural cost would be high, since those type of products             

use long distance frequencies. Furthermore, the consumers lack the necessary          

knowledge to run such solutions. Most of them are not aware of their existence. For               

Frini, any IoT product needs a learning phase as to the service offered.  

 

Topnet is satisfied with its first experience when partnering with Chifco and            

commercializing the IP Cam. Nonetheless, they did meet obstacles on their way.            

First, the tunisian consumer being highly sensitive to prices was a major issue.             

Second, according to both Frini and Mahmoudi, there is a lack of trust from the               

consumer when it comes to new technological products. Finally, many users           
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encountered problems when using the device, as understanding how it works was            

challenging to some. Mahmoudi stated that the clients are still feeling frightened from             

such products, even though they are interested in them.  

  
March 30, 1600 - Cogite Coworking Space, Lac I  

Rym Baouendi, Co-founder of Cogite Coworking Space, Consultant 
On a sunny Thursday afternoon, we were rushing to Cogite coworking space            

to make it on time to our last meeting of the day. We came straight from the                 

workshop, and we were still processing how that went. We were at the apogee of               

excitement when we arrived for two reasons. First, we managed to run the workshop              

in the best way possible despite all the obstacles. Second, we were about to meet               

Rym Baouendi, one of the sole practitioners of design thinking in Tunisia. We sat              

down outside, enjoying the weather and started as usual, by presenting ourselves,            

the goals of our study and what we expected from this interview.  

  

According to Baouendi, design thinking is not yet used in Tunisia, in a formal              

way. Some organizations and individuals are exploring it, here and there, but it is still               

in its infancy phase. Furthermore, she is working on the Spark Program, which is an               

ideation camp for pupils from 15 to 18 years old. The main methodology used in it is                 

design thinking. The pupils are given challenges, and they have to come up with              

suitable solutions during 10-hour workshop sessions.  

  

Baouendi is also working on a project initiated with former co-workers called            

Change Makers. They invite foreign entrepreneurs, tech innovators, and consultants          

to solve problems related to the city of Tunis, through workshop facilitation. The             

organization focused its work on the Medina - The old city of Tunis, UNESCO World               

Heritage Site - holding two different workshops for young people. Then, the            

attendees presented the ideas to the municipalities. This workshop came in as an             

effort to empower young people, and give them the opportunity to interact with             

decision makers as well as showing to the later the dormant potential of the              

youngsters.  
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According to Baouendi, design thinking is not applied in any corporate           

context. However, she worked on a few initiatives herself. With the BIAT Foundation,             

she injected some design thinking methodologies with brokers in order to develop a             

student-led program for the foundation. She also worked with one of her clients on              

an entrepreneurship project, while involving all employees in problem solving          

through design thinking methodologies.  

  

Moreover, she asserted that design thinking is just being introduced to           

universities’ curriculum, as she was a guest lecturer last year. She gave one of the               

very first lectures about design thinking in a Tunisian university. She truly believes             

that such methodologies are fitting today’s Tunisia. Using unstructured design          

thinking methodologies in Cogite - the co-working space, she co-founded - some            

branches of the organization started using those methodologies spontaneously.  

  

Baouendi asserted that businesses are not knowledgeable about design         

thinking and there is no current market demand. However, she believes that the             

methodology works perfectly as she tried it several times in a Tunisian context. For              

her, the methodology excels in producing user centered outputs. Given proper           

information, and presented with different studies, businesses would become         

interested in it. Having always worked in avant-garde sectors, Baouendi stated that            

with any new trend, consultants could pitch it the right way in order for businesses to                

pick it up.  

  

Baouendi told us that participants enjoyed very much design thinking          

methodologies in workshops, since it is unusual for them. They are usually            

impressed by the results, as the output comes from an intense creative and             

collaborative process. Thus, they are proud of the result obtained in such a short              

time. Design thinking, whether it is applied in Tunisia or somewhere else, relies on              

the same principles.  

 

Having years of experience in consultancy in Amsterdam, she noticed that the            

cultural difference does not affect the methodology a lot. Using it in Amsterdam and              
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Tunis was almost the same for her. The only difference is in the audience, and how                

comfortable they are to speak their mind, and to participate without auto-censoring            

themselves. According to Baouendi, in countries where freedom of speech and           

creativity are encouraged, people are more inclined not to put any barriers on             

themselves during the workshop. When she runs a workshop with a Tunisian crowd,             

it takes her more time to put the attendees at their ease, and make them feel                

comfortable, so they can speak their mind. She usually resorts to icebreakers and             

energizers to overcome this obstacle.  

  

She recounted a workshop that was held last year in Cogite with young             

children. She was amazed by how well it worked. Kids have no inhibition, and do not                

censor themselves. Moreover, they demonstrated great creativity. They naturally         

played together. They are not affected by failure and enjoy prototyping and trying             

new things. In her opinion, age is an important parameter to consider, as there is a                

notable difference in the behavior of students and businessmen, for example, when            

collaborating and creating.  

 
March 31, 1230 - COMMITT Consulting, Cité El Khadhra  

Ines Cheniour, Founder of COMMITT and Consultant 
Our field trip was about to end. We have spent two weeks in Tunisia, meeting               

people, discussing about the future of IoT and collecting relevant information for our             

thesis. Even though this field trip was planned at the very last minute, we were               

pleased with the results. When arriving to Tunisia, we only had 3 meetings             

scheduled. We ended up with more than 10 interviews, a workshop, exciting            

discussions, and plenty of useful and relevant data to work with on our research              

question.  

 

Our last interview in Tunisia was with Ines Cheniour. Cheniour came back to             

Tunisia at the end of 2013 after spending several years in Canada, and since then,               

she has been striving to introduce design thinking methodologies in her environment,            

because she truly believes Tunisia needs that methodology. When she tried talking            

to people about design thinking, she found out that no one had a clue about it. She                 
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decided that she had to start initiating people to it, so that she could hopefully start a                 

trend. She acknowledges that the civil society is doing its best to develop the              

country. She asserts that with good communication practices, clear processes and           

design thinking, they can conceptualize higher quality projects for the investors.  

 

At the beginning, she focused on design thinking for social innovations. For            

instance, she worked on a project to solve the problem of heavy pupils’ backpacks.              

In fact, in Tunisia, the backpack case has always been a major issue in the               

educational life of youngsters. It caused different healthcare problems. The teaching           

methodology of Tunisian educators has always been to rule by fear. It is a mindset               

rooted in the culture. During her work, Cheniour discovered that some pupils fear to              

forget their notebooks. They would stuff all of them in their bags, even though they               

do not need them that same day. She held several workshops over a period of a few                 

months to find a feasible solution. She invited teachers, headmasters, parents and            

pupils, involving them in the project. She finally came up with a solid answer that was                

later presented to the municipality. Even if it was doable, the idea sunk under the               

overwhelming Tunisian bureaucracy, similarly to several other projects. 

 

Cheniour faced time constraints when running workshops with several         

organizations. She believes training people in design thinking methodologies would          

require multiple long hour sessions. In different occasions, she was just given a             

couple of hours to achieve this goal. She came up with an innovative idea. In order                

to explain the overall concept of design thinking in a short amount of time, she               

created a board game. She injected gamification in her training process. Her game             

was inspired from Monopoly, where the participants would go through the major            

pillars forming the design thinking methodology. 

 

After some time, she started getting some return on her time invested. As a              

matter of fact, people started hearing about her, and an organization approached her             

for a training. Throughout several trainings provided, she noticed that the participants            

are keen on working with this methodology, as they started understanding the basics             

of empathy, the weight of co-creation, and the importance of feedbacks. Also, they             
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gained observation and communication skills. In a way, they became open minded.            

Cheniour works in essence with design thinking. After each sessions delivered, she            

meets her team trying to improve the next trainings based on the feedback collected.              

According to her, the sessions are prototypes in need of refining each time.             

Nonetheless, one of the challenges she usually faces is related to the cultural             

mindset of Tunisians. In fact, she admitted their pride could be a problem. In a way, it                 

is hard for a Tunisian to admit his wrongs or his ignorance.  

 

After three years of hard work and persistence in Tunisia, she was contacted             

by corporations requesting design thinking trainings for their teams. They          

acknowledge the usefulness of this technique, although they lack the experience to            

implement it. She noticed a clear change between the moment she arrived and now.              

In fact, companies had a shift in their mindset.  

 
April 17, 1600 - Chifco, Skype 

Sara Nefzaoui, Business and Strategy Analyst 

Back to Denmark, we scheduled a follow up meeting with the company            

representative who participated to the workshop. Our goal was to gather feedbacks            

on the experiment we had with them, as well as know their position towards it. We                

also wanted to know if they are planning on having another workshop. Nefzaoui was              

very kind to respond to all of our questions. She said that she found the experiment                

interesting as it was a new way to gather information about their products and              

services, as well as introducing the technology to the participants. She said that even              

though most of the participants were not familiar with the technology, they were able              

to suggest new functionalities and provide constructive feedback and solid inputs.           

She asserted that it was an interesting exchange of ideas.  

 

She said that it was the first time they held this kind of workshop. Nefzaoui               

added that they only had internal brainstorming sessions in the past, that she can              

compare to. They never had external people suggesting improvements for their           

products. She believes such co creation tools are beneficial for Chifco. For her,             

young adults are very direct in delivering their opinion and can criticize a product in               
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an effective way. She admitted that Chifco should implement such strategy as it was              

a success in her opinion. She thinks that they can even implement it not only as a                 

product development tool, but also as a communication tool. She is also keen on              

reiterating the experiment again. 

 

Nefzaoui said that she discussed the ideas gathered in the workshop with her             

other colleagues. They are planning on reviewing their current solutions but it is             

momentarily on hold while they finish ongoing projects. They thought that there were             

some feasible ideas, but others were harder to implement. Some of the ideas were              

already discussed in the office prior to the workshop. But for Nefzaoui, hearing them              

again reinforced the importance of the ideas.  

 

Nefzaoui told us that she was put in charge of preparing a conceptual note for               

future workshops where she would choose the subjects and products as well as fix              

the dates for it. Then, she will be waiting for the approval of the project. She will try to                   

gather the participants and organize it herself.  

 

Public - Private Miscommunication 

For anonymity and ethical reasons, we chose to separate this part of our             

narrative from the different interviews that we had. As to now, we met with different               

people holding key positions in the government and in large corporations. Talking            

openly about what will follow next will be disrespectful towards those people that             

were willing to help us during our research. What will be disclosed next was not               

recorded, and what was recorded was removed from our appendices.  

 

During some of the interviews that we had, we noticed several times that the              

participant was reframing himself or herself from speaking in total honesty when            

recording. When we decided to switch it off and continue the interview as a casual               

conversation, our interlocutors were comfortable speaking their minds. Due to their           
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sensitive position, the interviewees were carefully choosing their words. In some           

cases, they refused to be recorded, asking it in a subtle way.  

 

One of the participants said that the businesses - referring to the three             

telecommunication giants - are taking advantage of the power given to them by the              

telecommunication law. In a sense, they were praying on the weaks, the small             

startups which ambitions are to penetrate the market. As a given example,            

telecommunication companies request a sharing model of 60% and higher of the            

profits when dealing with small and medium size companies that want to use their              

network. When this issue was brought up, the interviewee was emotionally involved            

when speaking about it. We felt tensions sparkling, and to some extent, a grudge. 

 

Another example was given by another participant about the lobbyism that           

was conducted by a large corporation in Tunisia wanting to keep a hold on              

governmental and businesses data in their cloud. In fact, this company wanted to             

have a kind of monopoly on this area in order to maintain its revenues. Its goal was                 

to have the government recommending its services.  

 

The above examples were statements made out loud by the interviewees.           

Apart from concrete examples showcasing the discontentment, we felt during our           

meetings implicit tensions between private and public sectors. We felt a certain            

resentment from the public sphere towards the private one, as the latter enjoys too              

much power and freedom in their actions. In contrast, the private sphere blames the              

public one for its lack of transparency and its stagnant position towards the execution              

of different projects. To summarize what we felt is a lack of communication and trust               

between both parties.  
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 

 

In this chapter we start by defining concepts that are important in the thesis              

such as internet of things, participatory design and design thinking. Then, we will             

cover key framework that we will be using for the analysis. 

 

A brief History of participatory design… 

Simonsen and Robertson (2012) explain that participatory design emerged         

with a wave of social, political and civil right movements between 1960 and 1970.              

People wanted to be more involved in the process of decision-making within their             

society. In different regions in northern europe, thinkers started involving their           

communities. For instance, architects and builders asked the opinion of the citizens            

about community building and infrastructure, in terms of improvement. Also, as the            

authors state: “The Participatory Design of information technology was pioneered in           

Europe and especially in Scandinavia as part of what became known as the             

workplace democracy movement during the 1970s.” (Simon and Robertson, 2012, p.           

2) In fact, workers were introduced with a new ergonomy of work as well as               

information and communication technologies to ease the routine and decrease the           

repetitive tasks, thus, improving their overall quality of life. 

Definition of Participatory Design 

According to Simon and Robertson (2012), participatory design is a learning           

method where two types of parties are involved; a designer and a user. During the               

process, the designer will strive to learn how he or she can shape an artifact, a                

process or an environment while the user will explore and convey how it could be               

done in the most suitable way. In essence, it is a process of co-creation through               

“investigating, understanding, reflecting upon, establishing, developing, and       
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supporting mutual learning between multiple participants in collective        

‘reflection-in-action’.” (Simon and Robertson, 2012, p. 2) 

 

Furthermore according to the same source, participatory design aims at          

providing the users with an opportunity to voice their opinion while actively            

participating in the design process, through mock-ups and prototypes review. Also,           

the average users do not have the knowledge of a designer. Thus, through a              

discussion between both parties and a mutual learning process, the consumer would            

know if something is feasible or not, leading to more realistic suggestions.  

Design Thinking 

Peter Rowe was the initiator of the expression “Design thinking” in his            

similarly named book that appeared in 1987. His writings are mainly oriented            

towards architectural design, as he emphasises on a designer’s way of thinking            

when designing. However, his study is relevant and inclusive to other design            

professions, as he was analyzing the decision making process behind it. 

 

According to Buchanan : “Design thinking [...] lies in a concern to connect and              

integrate useful knowledge from the arts and sciences alike, but in ways that are              

suited to the problems and purposes of the present.” (Buchanan, 1992, p. 6) Thus,              

design thinking is seen as a pertinent tool to use in order to solve problems that                

require the adoption of a different way of thinking, the designer’s way of thinking. He               

also argues that designers have a unique approach in solving those problems.  

 

The term design thinking started out as a way of understanding what was             

happening in a designer’s mind when at work, but it smoothly shifted to become              

applicable to all kinds of businesses and organizations. As Neumeier (2009) states:            

“Design was rapidly moving from posters and toasters to include processes, systems            

and organizations”.(p. 13) 
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Brown suggestes that design thinking is a way for designers and non            

designers to use design methodologies in order to gain competitive advantage by            

generating innovation and improving businesses. (Brown, 2008) 

 

Martin (2009) refers to design thinking as business strategy where managers           

can use and adopt elements of professional design to a business context. He depicts              

it as the answer for organizations to gain competitive advantage, as they become             

more creative, innovative and flexible. (Martin, 2009)  

 

Design thinking can thus be defined as a process mostly used by businesses             

and organization seeking a competitive advantage over their competitors. It          

incorporates the designer’s way of thinking in a business setting, thus it can be              

described as a business strategy. It also relies on heavy involvement of the             

consumer throughout the process, as it is essentially a human centered process.  

Design thinking versus Participatory Design 

Design thinking can be defined as a process that focuses on using a             

designer’s methods in a range of different contexts. It involves engaging the            

stakeholders throughout the process of creating a product or service by gathering            

their inputs and using those in a constant effort of improving the output. Different              

tools and methodologies can be put into use during the process in order to result               

with a satisfactory outcome for all the parties involved. Design thinking evolved from             

a mere description of a designers’ way of working to a process that can be applied in                 

different contexts and fields, other than design itself. It has gained prestige over the              

last few decades, as it is being recognized as an essential tool for companies to               

acquire a competitive advantage and differentiate themselves. 

  

Whereas, participatory design is a method that emerged from a need for            

users to participate in the development of new systems for their workplace. It gathers              

not only the expertise of the designers and researchers but also, the know-how of              

the workers and users who will have to adopt and operate with them in the future.                
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The goal is to develop new systems that will have a positive impact on their users, by                 

actively involving and listening to them. Participatory design emerged from a           

political/social wave whilst design thinking evolved from being only oriented towards           

designers to being used in other contexts and fields. Both methodologies evolved in             

a way to almost be the same thing, today. There is a thin layer between participatory                

design and design thinking as they are both based on co-creation. (Bjögvinsson, Ehn             

& Hillgren, 2012) Furthermore, Bjögvinsson et al. (2012) states: “To us this            

perspective sounds like good old Participatory design, although we have to admit it             

has a better articulated and more appealing rhetoric.” (p. 101) 

Internet of Things 

The term Internet of things first emerged from Kevin Ashton in 1999. At that              

time, he was suggesting refinements for the supply chain management of his            

employer, Procter & Gamble. He saw a great potential in the Internet of things, as he                

was convinced that this technology might change the world, just as the internet did.              

More than 15 years later, we are witnessing the emergence of those new             

technologies and their impact on our everyday life.  

 

Ashton’s vision of Internet of things is data processing machines - or            

computers - embedded with the capacity of knowing everything there is to know             

about things, by simply using and exploiting data they collected without any help             

from humans. Hence, those machines would allow us to keep track of everything that              

surrounds us. This would lead to a better management of resources, waste            

reduction, a decrease in losses, and better control over the costs. (Ashton, 2009)  

 

David Rose’s vision of IoT is more magical. He actually refers to the internet              

of things as enchanted objects. According to him, enchanted objects start with            

ordinary things, such as pens and light bubbles. Those objects are then modified and              

improved in a way that makes them extraordinary. And there are several ways for              

this magic trick to happen, all with the use of emerging technologies such as              

sensors, actuators, wireless connection, embedded processing. As a matter of fact,           
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In his book “Enchanted objects” he argues that those ordinary things that became             

extraordinary are the real life manifestation of myths and fantasies that cradled our             

childhood.  (Rose, 2014)  

 

Culture  

Raymond Williams (1981) describes culture in his book as “an active           

cultivation of mind”. He offers three different explanations to this phrase in his             

writing. First, he argues that culture can be seen as a “developed state of mind” or                

someone of culture, having acquired a certain knowledge. The second explanation           

offered defines culture as the “process of this development” or mechanisms that led             

to the development of the state of mind, from their interests and activities. Finally, he               

argues that culture can also be considered as the “means of these processes” as he               

refers to culture being “the arts”. To summarize his thoughts, he concluded that             

culture is the “signifying system through which [...] a social order is communicated,             

reproduced, experienced and explored”. (Williams, 1981, p. 13) 

 

Paul A. Herbig’s definition comes close to Williams’. Herbig (1994) defines culture as             

the overall living practices experienced by members of a society that share the same              

attributes such as behavior, values, language etc. He goes a step further by             

qualifying culture of a catalyst that converts private meanings and understanding into            

public ones, so they become understood by everyone in the same society. He             

suggests that culture’s main function is to ensure survival, growth and development            

within a society. According to him, culture allows and facilitates the establishment of             

a code of conduct and specific manners when dealing with the environment. This             

results in a raise of predictability and decrease of uncertainty. (Herbig, 1994)  

 

Cultural norms are common norms between members of a society. This           

commonality creates a sense of identity for the individuals, as by sharing the same              

patterns and traits, they relate to one another. Culture also evolves constantly, in             

order to adapt itself to the needs and desires of a society. Furthermore, it has an                
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extensive impact and considerable leverage on the innovation capacity of a society.            

The social organization of a certain culture has the power of either promote and              

support innovation and technological advancements or restrict and prevent those          

from happening. It operates as a “source of authority, responsibility and aspiration”            

(p. 51) grating it the capability to control and leverage the course of technological              

progress and evolution within a society. (Herbig, 1994) 

Hofstede indices 

Between 1965 and 1980 Hofstede conducted a worldwide comparative         

behavioral research when he was working as a psychologist with IBM,           

administrating 116.000 surveys to employees in seventy two countries. The survey           

counted 150 questions that asked about various subjects in reference to the            

employee’s work related values and beliefs. The research resulted in Hofstede           

establishing four dimensions that determine criteria for national cultural differences.          

The results also demonstrated strong national cultural differences for the countries           

surveyed. (Herbig, 1994) Two more dimensions were added by Hofstede later on. As             

our study focuses on power distance, we decided not to include them in our              

research. 

 

The first dimension identified is individualism versus collectivism. In         

individualistic societies, members prioritize their own interests, in contrast to          

collectivistic societies, where members of the same society share strong ties and            

communal interests is sought for. The second dimension is high versus low power             

distance. Power distance is defined as “the extent to which the less powerful             

members of organizations and institutions (like the family) accept and expect that            

power is distributed unequally.” (Herbig, 1994, p. 99) High power distance societies            

are characterized by hierarchy, whereas low power distance societies promote          

democratic participation. (Rine, Steel & Fairweather, 2012) 

 

The third dimension is strong versus weak uncertainty avoidance. Societies          

low on this factor are more tolerant to uncertainties about their future. Conversely,             
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societies high on this factor tend to avoid uncertainty and prefer the feeling of              

control. The last dimension identified by Hofstede is masculine versus feminine           

values. Masculine societies are more oriented towards achievement, money,         

performances… Feminine societies are more focused on well being, quality of life            

and helping and being supportive to each others. (Rine et al., 2012) 

 

During this study, we will focus on a particular dimension, its effect on the              

innovation power of a nation in general, and applied to the particular case of Tunisia.               

We believe that power distance constitutes one of the main obstacles causing the             

miscommunication between the different stakeholders.  

Power Distance 

Hofstede’s study aims at understanding the role played by culture on the            

innovation power of a nation. We chose to research and analyze more in depth one               

particular dimension uncovered by hofstede in his research: power distance.  

 

Power distance, as defined earlier by Hofstede, is the extent to which a             

person, an association of persons or a society acknowledges and allows inequalities            

to be inevitable, justifiable and functional (Hofstede, 1984). It has been proven that             

power distance correlates negatively with the ability of a nation to innovate.            

Innovation can be interpreted as a threat to the hierarchy and power in place, as it                

comes from lower levels in organizations. Furthermore, it can be difficult to channel             

innovation in those societies, as it can be challenging to introduce the innovation to              

the ones in a higher position without being perceived as an offence. (Rine et al.,               

2012)  

 

In high power distance societies, leaders are expected to lead their           

subordinates in an autocratic way. Leaders hold the power and are the ones taking              

the decisions, and subordinates will expect them to take initiatives in that sense. In              

the other end of the spectrum, in low power distance societies and cultures,             

subordinates will not wait for their leaders to take initiatives as they will act upon the                
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situation. Democratic participation is encouraged and enforced, thus no         

management prerogative is unquestionably accepted and approved. Subordinates        

may challenge their bosses’ decisions. Furthermore, low power distance         

organizations are decentralized, and all employees consider themselves        

“existentially equal” whether they are subordinates or superiors. Wage ranges are           

small and limited and workers are very qualified and knowledgeable. Special           

privileges are unwelcomed and common areas such as cafeteria and parking lot are             

favored. Subordinates expect to be consulted in the decision making process by their             

superiors, especially if the decision has some sort of impact on their work. Managers              

and superiors are available for their subordinates. Basically, participative         

management is key within organizations, as it is implemented and executed.           

(Herbig, 1994)  

 

On the contrary, in high power distance societies, organizations tend to be            

centralized, and wage ranges are remarkably different. This creates highly distinctive           

differences in wealth, resulting in smaller middle classes and more hierarchy.           

Superiors tend to be distant and inaccessible to subordinates. Displaying signs of            

status is favored and preferred, as it adds more to the authority of the boss.               

Subordinates are expected to blindly follow the orders given by the autocratic            

superior. (Herbig, 1994)  

 

Daniels and Greguras (2014) paper on exploring the nature of power           

distance, offers a wide review of theoretical frameworks and pragmatic findings           

associated to distance and its role inside organizations. Individuals figurating in high            

power distance societies consider that people with authority should be shown           

respect and obedience. Individuals with power and authority are viewed as           

inaccessible and paternalistic. They lead in an autocratic way, and are considered as             

being elite and superior. People residing in the lower level of hierarchy and power              

are described as being “loyal, submissive and obedient” to their superiors. High            

power distance is recognized as being task oriented instead of people oriented. This             

can be explained by the fact that high power distance societies maintain the social              

restraint present in hierarchical relationships. In conclusion, societies that fall into the            
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high power distance territory give more importance to power, authority, reputation,           

status and prestige. On the other end of the spectrum, low power distance societies              

are characterized by participative decision making and leadership and decentralized          

organizations. Individuals falling in the low power territory do not distinguish           

differences based on hierarchical power. Power distance has a clear influence and            

impact on the degree of participative decision making present in organizations, as            

well as centralization and established hierarchy. (Daniels & Greguras, 2014)  

 

Power distance impacts people in a way that makes them more inclined to             

conform to traditional, rigid social rules in order to preserve the status quo. High              

power distance societies tolerate inequalities present in policies, regulations and          

attitudes. This lead to inequalities actually being experienced by individuals. Hence,           

it is negatively linked to social progress of a nation. (Daniels & Greguras, 2014) 

 

As mentioned previously, high power distance cultures are characterized by          

centralized organizations, power, status and hierarchy. Thus, feedback given by          

subordinates to their superiors can be perceived as irrelevant, nonessential and           

sometimes disrespectful and insulting to the superior. Furthermore, a certain level of            

discomfort is felt between both parties in such situations. Thus, feedback if given by              

subordinates to their superiors are expected to be positive, respectful, courteous and            

compliant. 

 

This approach tends to avoid the menace of endangering the social order and             

hierarchical power. Subordinates are expected to approach superiors and ask for           

feedback, as it is a more acceptable behavior. On the contrary, superiors are not              

expected to seek feedback from subordinates as this can be viewed as manifestation             

of weakness. (Daniels & Greguras, 2014) 

PD and e-government 

Many governments aim to revolutionize their current systems by implementing          

e-government initiatives. The goal of these initiatives would be to save time and             
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costs for both public administrations and citizens. Furthermore, they aim at           

developing a better citizen centered public administration. Surveys conducted         

around the world show that despite the success of current e-government initiatives, a             

serious problem of e-government acceptance by citizens and public administrations          

remains present. Skepticism and reluctance are often expressed towards the          

diffusion and expansion of e-government initiatives. The surveys also showed that           

citizens would rather go back to using traditional methods while having to execute an              

operation with public administration, rather than using the digital methods. As a            

matter of fact, e-government initiatives are political, and focus solely on reducing            

time and cost while dealing with public administrations. They do not take into             

consideration the needs of the citizen, nor the way public administration actually            

operates. This has resulted in an unwillingness from both citizens and public            

administrations to trust or use those systems. (Anthopoulos, Siozos & Tsoukalas,           

2007) 

 

Olphert and Damodaran (2005) strongly argue in favor of having systems           

based on the requirements of their users and stakeholders. In their research, the             

authors highlight the lack of involvement of users and stakeholders in the creation             

and development of e-government initiatives, as there is insufficient and limited           

documentation of “systematic or widespread participation of stakeholders,        

particularly citizens.” (Olphert & Damodaran, 2005, p. 35)  

 

A clear divergence and inconsistency has been noted between governments’          

desire and inclination for increasing participation and social inclusion and the actual            

initiatives that are being taken in order to do so. Stakeholders should be able to join                

and participate in the identification and expression of their needs, desires and            

objectives and in the appraisal and confirmation of alternative options. In order to do              

so, techniques that promote collaboration and understanding should be used. Those           

techniques would enable stakeholders to be knowledgeable about existing possible          

choices and opportunities, and understand the effect of design on various levels            

such as usability, convenience, practicality and their satisfaction. A “participative          

approach” is recommended in building, improving and delivering e-government         
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services. It helps forging systems that respond to the needs of the stakeholders. This              

allows them to become more knowledgeable and familiar with ICT products, systems            

and services. This approach draws upon the necessity of including human centered            

design principles in developing such services. (Olphert & Damodaran, 2005)  

 

The mission of technology suppliers is to create more systems, services and            

products based on inclusiveness. The mission of users and stakeholders such as            

citizens is to be more critical and informed about such systems, and moreover to be               

ready to co create such systems, products and services. The mission of government             

is to establish an environment where such initiatives and strategies are promoted,            

encouraged and rewarded. Olphert and Damodaran (2005) designate such an          

approach as “technology push” and “user pull”. These concepts are aligned with the             

diffusion model of innovation.  

 

Such statements from Anthopoulos et al. (2007) only confirm the need of            

using participative approaches such as participatory design to develop systems,          

products and services relevant for the stakeholders. In order for them not to be              

skeptic and reluctant when it comes to the usage of these systems, products and              

services, it is important to co-create with them as it will insure that outcomes              

achieved will actually match their needs and desires. Olphert and Damodaran (2005)            

demonstrate and defend the effectiveness of such approaches and how the           

government should create more engaging and rewarding environments for those          

who use such methods and techniques. 

 

Internet Enabled Co-Creation 

“The internet had given a voice to people who were previously not even a part               

of the conversations. But it will take some time before the predominant culture             

accepts egalitarian idea sharing” (Sanders & Stappers, 2008, p. 5). With the            

emergence of internet and the development of social media, the world is becoming             

more globalized with the constant introduction of new information and          
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communication technologies. Such ICTs represents an opportunity in developing         

new co-creation tools and ways of experimenting with participatory design. (Sanders           

& Stappers, 2008) 

 

Initiatives that involve internet enabled co-creation are growing stronger. As          

such, different companies are using web tools in order to create value and enable              

their customers to provide insights and involve them in new product development. In             

fact, value co-creation is flourishing through social media (Marandi et al., 2010).            

Furthermore, Internet enabled co-creation can be achieved through virtual customer          

environment (VCE). (Nambisan, 2010) 

 

Virtual Customer Environment 

Nambisan argues that VCEs provide several tools to increase the co-creation           

of products, services and communication between companies. The tools range from           

classic “discussion forums” to more advanced virtual product design and prototyping           

centers (Nambisan, 2002; Sawhney, Verona, & Prandelli, 2005). Nambisan (2010)          

states that multiple large companies benefited from such methodologies: “By          

interacting with customers, for example, Nokia has been able to tap into innovative             

design concepts. Similarly, Volvo has been able to accelerate product development           

by involving customers in virtual product concept tests. Microsoft, in the meantime,            

has achieved considerable savings by embracing “expert” customers as partners in           

providing product support services to other customers.” (Nambisan, 2010, p. 110) 

 

Nambisan argues that there are different roles that a customer can play in             

VCEs, oriented toward the co-creation of a product or a service. The first role is               

“product conceptualizer or ideator.” Users participating in the VCEs will generate           

ideas through mutual conversation and brainstorming. The second role is “product           

designer”. It consists in using virtual toolkits and prototyping models in order to             

design or redesign a product. The third role is “product tester” which consists in              

testing a product or service. This role is more common in today’s digital era.              
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Nambisan gave the example of Volvo, using virtual reality tools to enable customer             

to test its product, and detecting flaws earlier.  

 

Another role is “Product Support Specialist”. Customers gain more knowledge          

on the product, they can share it with their fellow users. Overtime, some specialists              

may find new usage for the product or service or provide further advice. The last role                

is “Product Marketer” and as explained by Nambisan (2010), some companies have            

leveraged the expertise of customers in product marketing activities carried out in            

VCEs. Customers can diffuse information about new products to peer customers and            

shape their perceptions about the new product or service through dialogue and            

discussions.” (Nambisan, 2010) 

 

Virtual customer environments are a novel way to involve customers in online            

co-creation tasks. Moreover, “Internet-based tools and technologies contribute to         

consumers’ perceived empowerment in virtual new product co-creation activities.”         

(Füller et al., 2009, p. 96) As the authors explains further, the customers can find               

incentives in using such co-creation activities if the companies select the appropriate            

tool for the virtual task as well as selecting the right people that should be involved in                 

it. We choose to work with this concept as we see virtual customer environments as               

an opportunity to foster technological innovation in Tunisia.  

 

Customer Motivations for Value Co-creation in VCEs  

In this section, we aim at identifying the different motives that push customers             

to participate in co-creation initiatives with different firms drawing upon Nambisan’s           

(2010) perspective.  

 

A relevant framework suggested by Nambisan (2010) is the Uses and           

Gratification -U&G- model. Early U&G research began in the 40’s and continued until             

the 80’s. Nambisan (2010) used the framework of U&G based on the research of              

Katz et al. in 1974 in the article “Utilization of mass communication by the individual”.               
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The U&G model was used in communication, to determine and classify the various             

types of benefits procured from media utilization. Furthermore, it serves to uncover            

the way those benefits frame the media usage behavior. Four types of benefits for              

individuals were identified: cognitive benefits, social integrative benefits, personal         

integrative benefits and hedonic or affective benefits. (Nambisan, 2010)  

 

Cognitive or learning benefits relate to products associated learning, such as           

a more accurate understanding and an advanced knowledge of the products, their            

application and usage and the different technologies behind it. This category of            

benefits allows the user to gain a deeper understanding of the product. Hence, this              

can lead to adequate and efficient use of the product. Social integrative benefits             

relate to the gains acquired from the connection developped with the community            

through participation in the VCEs. Customers place a high value on such social and              

relational ties, as it offers them an “enhancement of a sense of belongingness or              

social identity. (Kollock, 1999)”(as cited in Nambisan, 2010, p. 116) This leads to             

members of the community devoting more of their time in order to assist the              

progress of the creation of the social identity, as they become eager to interact with               

the community. Personal integrative benefits relate to boosts in reputation, status           

and prestige. It also relates to the attainment and realization of a sense of              

self-efficacy. VCEs are used as a platform for customers to display their product             

related knowledge, insights and expertise. Furthermore, it is used as a staging to             

showcase their problem solving skills. Personal integrative offers to the customer a            

sense of self efficacy and self worth as they demonstrate their skillfulness and             

expertise to other members of the community. Hedonic benefits relate to the desire             

of the customer to enjoy “highly interesting/pleasurable as well as mentally           

stimulating experiences.” Members of the community enjoy conversing about topics          

related to the product such as its features or the context of usage. (Nambisan, 2010)  

 

The four types of benefits presented by Nambisan (2010) have a strong effect             

on the customer’s willingness to participate in innovation, thus in creating value.            

Empirical findings reveal that customers do not engage in the online forums on the              

basis of altruistic motives. They await for significant benefits from their presence,            
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cooperation and assistance on VCEs, such as gaining more knowledge about the            

product, exchanging information and conversing with other product-knowledgeable        

members, reinforcing one’s reputation and overall, enjoying the experience.         

(Nambisan, 2010)  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

 

During the research, we relied on a specific set of methods to help us achieve               

our goal. First, we organized a workshop with a company commercializing IoT            

solutions, in order to test and experiment the participatory design methodology in a             

Tunisian context. Second, we conducted several interviews with different         

stakeholders, as a part of our data collection process. Third, we acquired extensive             

knowledge of the topic through online and offline research. Finally, throughout this            

research, we adopted several complementary research approaches such as         

ethnographic, autoethnographic and narrative approaches as it gave us a better           

understanding of people in their environment. Those approaches are highly criticized           

as they are subjective. However, we decided to select them as we believe they are               

suited for our study. 

 

 We adopted a qualitative approach in our research as it suited the different             

methods used during the research such as the ethnographic and narratives           

approaches. Corbin and Strauss (2008) argue that the choice of doing a qualitative             

research is dictated by the research question itself. According to them, this method             

“allows researchers to get at the inner experience of participants, to determine how             

meanings are formed through and in culture, and to discover rather than test             

variables.” (Corbin and Strauss, 2008, p. 12) This interpretation aligns itself with the             

ethnographic approach used. 

Ethnography 

The ethnographic approach is defined by Blomberg, Giacomi, Mosher and          

Swenton-Wall (1993) as an attempt to make sense out of a certain human behavior              

through a combination of a native’s point of view, holism and natural settings. It is an                

attempt to understand the user’s actions through a different perspective. During his            

research, the ethnographer becomes part of the everyday of the people studied.            
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Thus, a period of fieldwork is essential in ethnography, through which the            

ethnographer will try to understand, interpret and give meaning to the activities            

observed. (Blomberg et al., 1993) 

  

As fieldwork is a major part of ethnography, it is important to study the              

participants in their everyday settings, in contrast to a research conducted in a             

laboratory setting. The ethnographer has no control over it. Moreover, the writers            

assert that it is important to observe the actions and behaviors of the participants in               

the everyday context in which they occur. They refer to it as holism, or how particular                

behavior belongs to and fit in the larger picture. During the fieldwork, it is important               

for ethnographers to be descriptive about how participants behave rather than how            

they are supposed to behave. Their role is to depict what they observe in a relevant                

and meaningful way through the research. Furthermore, ethnographic research is          

about understanding the opinion and perspective of the people studied. (Blomberg et            

al,. 1993) 

  

During our field trip, we found ourselves doing ethnographic research. It was a             

natural turn to take in our research as it fitted our needs and gave a better emphasis                 

on our subject. First, we conducted all of our fieldwork and interviews in our              

participants’ workplace. It was important to see and observe them in their natural             

setting. Furthermore, it allowed us to understand how some of their behaviors fit into              

a larger picture. During our interviews, we let the participants take the lead in the               

conversation, as we were interested in their point of view, and opinions on the              

different matters studied. We exerted no control at all on the several situations             

encountered. Instead, we adapted ourselves and our methods to them. Also, we            

were continuously learning from the context, the interviews and the people we met,             

constantly updating our research question accordingly. 

 

Ethnography has been deeply present in our work and has impacted different            

aspects of our paper. Initially, ethnographic methods have been incorporated in           

several phases of our research. We have drawn inspiration from the comprehensive            

writings of Blomberg et al. (1993) about the ethnographic approach, the detailed            
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guidance provided by Spradley (1979) concerning ethnographic interviews, and the          

historical perspectives of Tedlock (1991) on Narrative Ethnography. 

 

Autoethnography 

Through self-observation and reflection, the researcher uses his own         

experience to illustrate his findings. Autoethnography allows the research to express           

his or her opinion, and to draw on his or her interpretation of the experience. It does                 

not rely on the basic interpretation. It is derived from the individual’s understanding             

and participation in the study. (Wall, 2006) Autoethnography is criticized for being            

subjective, self-indulgent, and self-centered.  (Atkinson, 1997)  

 

Our research is extensively based on our opinions, perspectives, and          

anecdotes as researchers but also as Tunisians. The approach used while writing            

this paper can be qualified as autoethnographic. We included personal accounts and            

based our research and findings on our own experiences, impressions, and point of             

views. We were part of this experiment as facilitators, observers, and participants.            

We let our background and personal stories interfere. In the context of this paper, it               

helped us illustrate the environment studied more in depth. Having lived most of our              

lives in Tunisia, we have a unique understanding of the culture, the mindset, and the               

social context.  

 

This understanding was valuable in many ways to this research. It allowed us             

to deal as accurately as possible with sensitive subjects, such as the dictatorship             

and the Jasmin revolution. Bearing in mind that a few years back, it would have been                

unimaginable for us to write about such subjects, we feel the duty of conveying the               

story as correctly as possible. As no prior research has been conducted on the topic,               

we seized this opportunity to inform about specific problems and situations and to             

make our contribution. We chose to use this methodology as our research requires a              

subjective element.  
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Narrative methodology 

For the two first chapters of the thesis, we adopted a narrative research             

methodology. Since there are no previous research done on this field in Tunisia, we              

believe that adopting such a methodology would enable us to convey our experience             

and feelings during the workshop and the interviews. As such, our stories turn into              

first hand data to analyze, and self-reflect on. Tedlock (1991) argues how narrative             

methodology is slowly starting to become a major trend within ethnographic           

research. Thus, narrative research complements ethnography, another methodology        

we are using. Besides going hand in hand with ethnography, it provides us, as well,               

with a proper framework to become in some way, part of the research. In fact, being                

both Tunisian and having lived in Tunisia, we can be closer to the events and               

tensions that take place in our country. 

  

Such a methodology, also, is key in providing more depth to the study. During              

the participatory design workshop, we noticed several facts suited for a narrative            

methodology. In fact, telling the story from our own perspective brings another point             

of view while providing insights that would not be possible with a classic research              

methodology. Andrews, Squire and Tamboukou (2012) state that “we frame our           

research in terms of narrative because we believe that by doing so, we are able to                

see different and sometimes contradictory layers of meaning, to bring them into            

useful dialogue with each other, and to understand more about individual and social             

change.” (Andrews et al., 2012, p. 2) 

  

Furthermore, adopting a narrative methodology allowed us to analyse our          

feelings and thoughts on both the interviews and the workshop. In fact, during the              

interviews we felt tensions between two main parties; the public institutions and the             

private institutions. When turning off the recorder during the interview, we felt that the              

participants were more comfortable. They were inclined to share their thoughts on            

opposing parties, although we had to infer it, in some instances. In others,             
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interviewees clearly stated their opinion about it. Using a narrative approach is            

efficient in conveying those unspoken things. Such is the case for the public-private             

miscommunication section in chapter 2. 

Interviews 

During our research, we conducted several interviews throughout our stay in           

Tunisia. The goal of these interviews was to collect data about the current situation              

in the IoT market and legislations, design thinking, participatory design and what is             

happening in terms of change and innovation management. As researchers, our goal            

was to collect accurate data and insights from interviewees. To do so, we needed to               

create a convenient setting for them to feel comfortable talking to us.  

  

For the needs of our research, we decided to hold unstructured interviews.            

Beforehand, we prepared an interview guide that included the topics to be            

discussed. In the beginning of each interview, we started by introducing ourselves            

while explaining the goal of our research to the interviewee. That was an important              

stage that would indicate to the participant how he or she is best suited to help us.                 

Furthermore, we explained that we were holding an unstructured interview, as we            

were not looking for specific answers, but rather understanding the situation in that             

particular field. We explained that we would like to hear their insights, experiences,             

and point of view on those subjects, if they felt comfortable telling us so. We aimed                

at making the participant take the lead in the conversation. We would step in only to                

focus or clarify on a certain topic.  

  

According to Dewalt & Dewalt (2011), in unstructured interviews, the          

interviewer should aim at having little impact and control of the interview. Hence, the              

conversation should be open-ended. Furthermore, they recommend having an         

interview guide to follow as a ‘memory aid’ in order to avoid forgetting about              

important topics. The researcher role is primarily to listen and gain information on the              

topics brought up in the discussion. Thus active listening is an important technique to              

employ, especially within an unstructured interview context, where the participant is           
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leading the conversation, and the researcher becomes a participant observer. With           

his or her method, the researcher pays more attention to the details, as he or she                

increases his attention and awareness to the situation. He or she becomes attentive             

to verbal and nonverbal communication indications. Furthermore, this method allows          

the researcher to convey his interest in the topic discussed, and requires the use of               

the least directive types of probes and prompts. (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2011)  

  

Active listening was a helpful technique for two reasons. On the one hand, it              

was a way to create a comfortable environment for the interviewee to express             

themselves. On the other hand, we could communicate our interest of the subjects             

discussed and express our gratitude to the people who were kind enough to grant us               

some of their time.  

  

In most of our interviews, we used a recorder to record the meeting, as we               

wanted to report the data later on accurately. Before starting the interview, we asked              

the participants if they felt comfortable being recorded. We also explained that we             

needed to record the interviews in order to have a tangible source, and that the file                

would only be used in the context of our thesis. We noticed three kinds of responses.                

The first type of participants did not mind being recorded, and would talk freely and               

openly. The second type refused to be recorded, as they did not feel comfortable              

having their sayings documented. The third type of participants agreed on being            

recorded, but did not feel comfortable throughout the interview, as we felt that they              

were restraining themselves from sharing honestly all their thoughts.  

 

In fact, being part of a government agency or being at the top management of               

a large institution, people tend to be careful with what they are saying since there are                

unspoken tensions between public and private in Tunisia, both parties actively seek            

to avoid conflicts. People with sensitive positions are fully aware of the repercussions             

that this might have on the private-public relationship. In this situation, we decided to              

turn off the recorder and continue the interview as an informal conversation. We             

observed a change in the participants’ behaviors, as they would feel more            

comfortable to open up in the conversation. 
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Another detail worth mentioning is that all the interviews were conducted in            

our participants’ workplaces. First, this allowed us to observe the participants in their             

professional domain. Second, by doing so, we could bring an ethnographic context            

to the interview. Being in an environment that is familiar to the participant makes it               

easier to engage with people in their own context, and it grants them the possibility               

to explain and to some extent show how they see things. (Polaine et al., 2013) 

  

Tunisia is a bilingual country, where Arabic and French are widely used.            

Nevertheless, not everyone is comfortable talking in both languages. During our           

interviews, we observed that some participants were more inclined to talk in French,             

and others in Arabic. We accommodated to this aspect of the interview, by changing              

our way of speaking - which is both languages at the same time - to match their                 

usage.  

Ethnographic Interviews 

Spradley (1979) compared ethnographic interviews to friendly conversations.         

He asserts that ethnographers get more accurate insights and relevant data while            

having a friendly casual conversation with the participants. He refers to three            

important ethnographic elements: explicit purpose, ethnographic explanations and        

ethnographic question. In the next paragraph, we will define each of these elements             

and analyze how they were used within the context of our interviews. (Spradley,             

1979) 

  

The explicit purpose is to make the goal of the interview clear from the              

beginning. The participant comes with a vague idea about the topic, and the             

researcher has to explain it further. It is necessary to remind the interviewee of the               

purpose of the encounter, as it allows the ethnographer to direct the conversation             

towards the subject researched. (Spradley, 1979) During our interviews, we          

invariably started by explaining to our participants the purpose of the conversation            

that we were about to have.  
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The ethnographic explanation encourages the ethnographer to constantly        

offer explanation to the participants. Spradley (1979) defines five types of commonly            

used explanations: project explanations, recording explanations, native language        

explanations, interview explanations and questions explanations. 

  

Project explanation aims at clarifying what the project/research is about. The            

interviewer must explain the goal of doing the ethnography to the participant.            

(Spradley, 1979) Our goal was to understand more about the current situation of             

Tunisia concerning of IT infrastructure and development, legal perspectives and          

government-led initiatives in terms of design thinking and IT.  

  

Recording explanation consists of notifying the participant that the         

ethnographer wishes to take notes and/or record the conversation and explains the            

reasons behind it. (Spradley 1979) As mentioned earlier, some of our interviewees            

were comprehensive when it came to recording. Others were uncomfortable having           

their words recorded. We respected their concerns and did not record them. 

  

Through native language explanation, the ethnographer encourages the        

participant to speak in their usual habitual way, as if he or she was talking to                

someone in their cultural scene. Furthermore, the ethnographer should encourage          

the participant not to use their translation competences in the time during the             

interview. (Spradley, 1979) As explained before, we adapted during our interviews to            

the language and way of speaking used by the participants. 

  

The researcher can ask the participants to perform certain tasks during the            

interview such as drawing or arranging items. The former should explain to the latter              

the purpose of such an activity so he or she knows what to expect. This is known as                  

interview explanation. (Spradley, 1979) We did not resort to this during our            

interviews as we did not prepare any task to be performed by our participants.  
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Is it important to explain the different kinds of questions asked, as to keep the               

participants aware of what is going on. This is known as the question explanations.              

(Spradley, 1979) We did so by explaining to the participant what kind of questions              

we had or by saying in the interview: ‘I have a different type of question to ask’ for                  

example.  

  

After the explicit purpose and the ethnographic explanation comes the          

ethnographic questions. Throughout his writings, Spradley (1979) defines more than          

thirty types of ethnographic questions. Nonetheless, he focuses on three particular           

types that he considered being the three main types: Descriptive questions,           

Structural questions and Contrast questions.  

  

Descriptive questions allow the interviewer to learn how a participant          

communicates in the context of the environment studied. Their purpose is to            

describe the natural setting of the participant using his native language. Structural            

questions allow the ethnographer to find out how the participants organize their            

knowledge in their natural setting. Contrast questions help the researcher          

understand what the participant mean by the several terms used in his native             

language. (Spradley, 1979) During our unstructured interviews, we used a          

combination of these types of questions in order to collect accurate data and insights              

from our participants. It helped us put the emphasis on what they were saying, and               

also, show them we were interested in understanding their perspective. 

Workshop  

The workshop took place at Chifco’s office. By choosing this location, we were             

able to use and demonstrate Chifco’s products to the participants. Some authors            

recommend organizing co-design user workshops rather than focus group to avoid           

having participants being influenced by others in the group, or giving false opinions             

just to please the audience. Furthermore, having a pair of friends participating            

together creates a more comfortable and dynamic environment, as they will engage            

more easily with the workshop and be more truthful in their answers. This kind of               
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setting also allows the conversation to be more vivid, and produces a large number              

of ideas and insights. (Polaine et al., 2013)  

  

We had six participants in our workshop; one male and five females. One of              

the females was a company representative. Within the participants, there were two            

sisters, the geophysicist and one of the medical students. Furthermore, the two            

medical students were long-time friends, as they are attending the same medical            

school. This setting facilitated the responsiveness between the participants, and          

promoted an engaged and dynamic conversation throughout the workshop.  

  

Polaine et al. (2013) suggest using probes and tools during the workshop to             

ensure generating a large number of insights. Probes are defined as "task based             

insights activities that are good for generating insights with minimum influence from            

the researcher and bringing out view in quieter participants". (Polaine et al., 2013, p.              

62)  

  

We organized the workshop in three activities, where the different groups of            

participants had to generate ideas among themselves and then share it with the rest.              

We were able not to intrude on the participants while they were thinking. This              

approach created a dynamic and positive environment, where the participants felt           

empowered to speak and express their opinions. This has led to an engaging and              

striking conversation between the participants. Additionally, we had flip charts, post           

its, and colorful pens at their disposal. We encouraged them to use them in order to                

illustrate their sayings. 

  

We documented the workshop in three ways. First, we took videos of the             

highlights and defining moments of the workshop, such as the debates, feedbacks,            

criticism and discussions. (Appendix C) Second, we recorded the brainstorming and           

discussions that were happening within each group. (Appendix E) We took           

photographs of the flip charts, in order to document the results. See figures 4, 5, 6                

and 7 in Appendix D. In the Appendix D, there are, also, photographs that illustrate               
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the setting of the experiment. Finally, we made a survey for the participants of the               

workshop to uncover the experience virtually. (Appendix A and B) 

  

Videotaping the workshop helped us afterwards in the analysis phase. As           

stated by Blomberg et al. (1993) observation alone is not sufficient to capture all the               

activities and behaviors that can take place. Besides, field notes can hardly uncover             

all the aspects of an event, in our case the workshop. Words can be inadequate, and                

sometimes only understood by the person who wrote them. Thus, capturing the            

event on videotape allows the researchers to re-live it multiple times, and to study it               

through different perspectives. Furthermore, videotaped events can also be seen by           

people who were not there. They would not have to rely on the field notes available                

to make a sense of what happened. They can visualize it by themselves and have               

their own understanding. (Blomberg et al., 1993)  

 

Videotaping was helpful for us in many ways during the workshop. First, as             

many things were happening in the same time - having two groups working in              

parallel - we could not focus with everything that was happening inside the room. We               

missed some relevant and meaningful indications as we were focused on running            

the workshop. When visualizing the videos afterwards, we noticed important          

moments we missed while we were there. Second, videotaping allowed us to            

thoroughly observe the behavior among the participants when the workshop was           

over and to make sense out of it. Third, it was also a way of documenting what we                  

did, and to provide a visual support to the people who were not present. As a matter                 

of fact, we made a video summary of the workshop from the sequences shot, and               

sent it to the CEO of Chifco, as a documentation and support for our report. 

Limitations 

We encountered several limitations during our research. Firstly, we only           

managed to run one out of the three workshops planned. Unfortunately, there was             

nothing we could do at the moment to avoid that. Hence, our qualitative approach is               

limited to an experiment conducted on a group of six people. Despite having             
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acquired various insights and information from that one workshop, we felt that it was              

somehow limiting. We wanted to experiment on more people, and gather more            

useful data.  

 

Secondly, time was also a limitation in our case. Time has always been             

considered as a limitation, especially in a research context. It was particularly the             

case for us. We started planning our field trip only a week before, and only had a                 

couple of meetings when we landed in Tunisia. Those appointments turned out to be              

essential for our research as we managed to expand our network through them.             

Nonetheless, we were lucky in that sense. More time was definitely needed to plan a               

better field visit.  

 

Lastly, as our research is oriented towards an ethnographic approach. We           

believe that more observations of our participants in their natural setting was            

needed. We managed to run several interviews with different stakeholders, but our            

observations were limited to the time we spent interviewing them. It would have been              

interesting to spend more time observing the daily activities of some of our             

interviewees such as Cheniour or Baouendi, and see for example how they strive to              

apply design thinking methodologies in their work. 
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Chapter 5: Findings and Analysis 

State of IoT in Tunisia 
Chifco is a Tunisian company specializing in household IoT products. It was            

founded in August 2011. Since then the company has been developing its products             

in house. The first product that they released was the IP Cam. The IP Cam is linked                 

to the internet through wifi and security protocols. The user can check at any time a                

live feed through a web browser or a smartphone. The business model is             

subscription based. The user would pay around 25 Danish Krones per month. Such             

services already exist in Tunisia. According to Gaddes, all video surveillance           

systems in Tunisia that are cloud based do not have security protocols. On the other               

hand, the IP Cam of Chifco does. Furthermore, the company offers a call center that               

would respond to all inquiries. (Chifco, 2017) 

 

The second product soon to be commercialized by Chifco is smart home.            

They partnered with a telecom operator in Tunisia that will commercialize their            

products. The user would buy a pack containing: smart bulbs, smart plugs, IP Cams,              

a hub... It would be the first time, in Tunisia that such services are introduced.               

Furthermore, the products are designed in Tunisia and manufactured in China which            

would decrease their cost compared to Western ones. (Chifco, 2017) 

 

The market of IoT in Tunisia is proliferating. While we were in Fehri’s office,              

we attended a young entrepreneur’s pitch. He is an engineer that developed a             

solution to monitor electrical consumption within households. The device sends data           

to a cloud interface accessible through the web. The consumption is displayed in real              

time with local currency. Such a product exists in Europe. The most basic version is               

sold for a minimum of 200 Euros reported the young entrepreneur. His product will              

be commercialized for 40 Euros. It is more affordable for the Tunisian consumers. 
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Another important point about the state of IoT in Tunisia is the giant telecom              

companies. Topnet and 3S have the same goal. They are developing their            

infrastructure for long range IoT device. They envision to partner with the startup and              

offer their marketing network as well as their infrastructure. Both companies do not             

want to develop their products, but rather envision to be retailers in this area.  

 

On the other hand, the government is working on a framework to improve the              

ecosystem of technologies in general and IoT development specifically. Its first           

move was to release a government decree that allows the startups and business to              

use IoT frequencies. In fact, to use radio frequencies in Tunisia entities need to own               

a license. In the international level, IoT frequencies are free. The government is             

willing to align with the international directives. Changing the law would take much             

time as stated by Fehri who initiated the decree when he was the minister. He chose                

a shortcut so that companies willing to penetrate the market would be able to do so.                

The law, concerning the range of frequencies used by IoT technologies, will be             

changed in the upcoming years. For now, big corporations, telecom companies, and            

incubators bought several licenses. They will be offering them to the startups as part              

of their partnerships. (Ministère des Technologies de la Communication et de           

l’Economie Numérique, 2017) 

 

Participatory Design and Design Thinking in Tunisia 

As stated in the theoretical chapter, participatory design first emerged from a            

need from users to be involved in the process of decision making within their society.               

It started as part of a social, political and civil right movement wave and resulted in                

the workplace democracy movement during the 1970s. (Simonsen & Robertson,          

2012)  

 

Through the different testimonials collected from practitioners of design         

thinking, we came to understand that those creative processes and methodologies           

are still in an infancy stage in Tunisia, as they are still under exploration. There is no                 
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formal application or usage of it. Nevertheless, those methodologies are spreading           

within different fields as more people aim to introduce them as part of their work.               

What it is important to note, is that methods such as participatory design and design               

thinking tend to be first introduced and used in a social innovation context, where              

there is a strong need to involve the user in the problem-solving process. Design              

thinking for social innovation has been Cheniour’s primary focus in her work. One of              

her projects focused on solving the problem of large pupils’ backpacks. Involving            

different stakeholders such as teachers, parents, and students, she managed to find            

a suitable solution to the issue. Cheniour has been tirelessly working on            

implementing design thinking in Tunisia for the past three years. Her efforts are             

beginning to bear fruit as she has been contacted lately by companies requesting             

her expertise in the matter.  

 

Furthermore, Baouendi noted that she first started using it as part of her work              

in Cogite, a co-working space, where she organized different activities based on            

participatory design and design thinking such as the Spark program and the            

workshop that was held with the children last year. Cogite being home to several              

startups, some of these started using those methods spontaneously in their work as             

well. Baouendi is now working on several initiatives herself where she aims at             

introducing those processes to the corporate world.  

 

After having the workshop with Chifco, the company representative who          

participated, acknowledged that such a methodology would be helpful for the future            

development of the company’s products. As it was her first time participating in such              

a workshop, she asserted that the company could benefit from implementing such a             

methodology and that she was keen on reiterating the experience by herself. 
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Obstacles to Participatory Design and Technological      

Innovations in Tunisia 

The participatory design might have to tackle numerous obstacles in Tunisia           

for it to flourish and grow. During our fieldwork, we identified some of the barriers               

that practitioners encountered and what might constitute a barrier to its future            

development. 

 

In the previous chapters, a culture was defined as “the sum total of a way of life,                  

including such things as expected behavior, beliefs, values, language, and living           

practices shared by members of a society.” (Herbig, 1994, p. 49). In fact, the author               

considers culture as a catalyst whose primary function is to ensure the growth and              

development of society. Furthermore, culture has a considerable impact on the           

innovation capacity of a community. Cheniour pointed out in her interview some            

interesting findings of her own. As part of her project of solving the large pupils’               

backpacks problem, she came to the conclusion that the teaching methodologies in            

Tunisia are ruled by fear, as it is deeply rooted in the culture. Children prefer to bring                 

all their books with them, even the ones they do not use making their backpacks               

heavier. They are frightened of the consequences of forgetting them. Cheniour           

qualified this as a mindset implanted in the culture. Additionally, she pointed out the              

challenges she faces in her work are strongly related to the cultural mindset of              

Tunisians, as people are not always comfortable dealing with being wrong or not             

knowing something. This mindset can be seen as an obstacle, as a culture is a               

source of authority and aspiration. A culture where being mistaken is not acceptable,             

and culture associated with fear and stubbornness might not welcome changes and            

novel methodologies such as participatory design without opposition, thus         

constituting a barrier.  

 

During her work, Baouendi observed obstacles of her own when working with            

Tunisian crowds. Participants are usually self-censuring themselves as they are not           

comfortable speaking their minds. During her workshops, she spends a          
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considerable amount of time on energizers and icebreakers. She aims at making            

them feel more comfortable which will lead them to speak freely.  

  

 When it comes to technological innovations, we also had some interesting           

insights on what can be considered as an obstacle to their development. Frikha, the              

president of the National Agency for Computer Security elaborated on how the            

ecosystem constitutes the greatest threat to IoT and new technologies in Tunisia.            

The different projects and initiatives implemented never seem to come through due            

to poor execution. Furthermore, as Gaddes, Ladjemi, Frikha, and Fehri stated, the            

current laws are obsolete, as they give a lot of power and freedom to the               

telecommunication companies and do not match the needs of the market anymore.  

 

VCEs 

Internet enabled co-creation is achieved through different methods. The one          

we chose to focus on in this section is virtual customer environments. As explained              

in the theoretical chapter, VCEs is a set of tools used by multiple companies to               

involve their customers in a co-designing process. VCEs can be basic such as             

discussion forums or more advanced like prototyping and virtual product design           

centers. This could be accomplished through the different five roles that the            

consumer may play: “product conceptualizer or ideator”, “product designer”, “product          

tester”, “Product Support Specialist” and “Product Marketer.” (Nambisan, 2010)  

 

To summarize, VCEs can be tools that will enable businesses to collect            

knowledge in order to create or improve their products and services as well as              

offering services to its customers. We chose to work on VCEs because we believe              

that such a concept can be implemented in Tunisia by the government or businesses              

in order to foster technological innovation through participatory design. In the           

following section, we will articulate experts opinions about co-creation in Tunisia and            

participants motivation towards using VCEs. Later in the discussion chapter, we will            
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elaborate on the ways in which the concept can be implemented in particular cases              

taken from our fieldwork. 

Experts position toward co-creation 

We believe that, in order for VCEs to be successfully implemented,           

participatory design should be appealing to Tunisians. In fact, VCEs are reliant on             

the consumers to be able to mature and enable companies to use their output. If               

consumers are not willing to get involved in a co-designing process, there will be no               

incentives for companies or the government to introduce such platforms. Also, it will             

not be possible to gather knowledge since it is solely generated by the users. Thus, it                

is important to uncover if Tunisians are keen on using this approach.  

 

During our field trip, we were able to interview two Tunisian consultants            

working with design thinking methodologies. As it was explained in the theoretical            

chapter, there is a thin line between participatory design and design thinking. The             

two methodologies are similar and based on a co-designing process. (Bjögvinsson et            

al., 2012) In the end, one method originated from a revolution in Scandinavia while              

the other developed into a marketing terminology that is more appealing for            

business.  

 

Baouendi worked in The Netherlands and Tunisia in this field. She used these             

methodologies in Tunisia several times with success. She tried it with groups from             

different ages and backgrounds; students, children and young adults. She asserted           

that Tunisians that were involved in her sessions were impressed by this particular             

approach. Furthermore, they enjoyed the co-creation processes as they deemed it           

novel, intense and creative. She experienced a higher success with children as they             

were not affected by failure and enjoyed prototyping and trying new things, as stated              

in the second chapter. 

 

Cheniour came back to Tunisia after spending several years abroad working           

with design thinking methodologies. She chose to come back after the revolution            

because she wanted to introduce this approach to her country. She told us that              
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co-creation is what Tunisia needs at the moment. Like Baouendi, Cheniour used            

design thinking methodologies both in Tunisia and abroad -Europe and Canada-.           

She told us that the culture did not have a strong effect on the process. According to                 

her, Tunisians need encouragements in order to participate. They still enjoy taking            

part in her workshop as they are curious about the approach and proud to contribute               

in generating ideas.  

 

Baouendi and Cheniour’s testimonials prove that the Tunisians are eager to           

participate in co-creation activities. VCEs being a concept based on it, we think that it               

is possible to successfully implement it in Tunisia since people have welcomed such             

a methodology in its classical version. The next step for us was to uncover the               

motivation of people to use VCEs. 

Uses and Gratification 

In order to investigate the motivation of Tunisians to use VCEs, we decided to              

apply the uses and gratification framework as it was suggested by Nambisan.            

(Nambisan, 2010) Nambisan points out that, although the concept is used to explain             

the benefits from using media, it could, also, be applied to study the motivation              

behind utilizing VCEs. The model is based on four benefits: cognitive benefits, social             

integrative benefits, personal integrative benefits and hedonic or affective benefits.          

(Nambisan, 2010)  

 

Determining the motivation of the users to participate in VCEs will ease their             

implementation. In fact, if the government and companies are willing to set up those              

platforms, they need to grasp the reasons that push Tunisians to use them. We              

designed a short survey that was sent to the participants of the workshop with              

Chifco. It’s aim was to determine if the people that experienced participatory design             

are interested in VCEs platforms. The survey and the responses collected were in             

french, for practical reasons. Out of the 6 participants 4 responded. (See Appendix A              

and B) 
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The participants were interested in VCEs. They said that they would take part             

in such activities. One of the participant stated that it would be engaging to interact               

with a larger audience than during the workshop. In the multiple choice questions,             

we created scenarios based on the four benefits of the uses and gratification model.              

The only benefit that was chosen each time is the “hedonic or affective benefits.”              

This benefit is based on “highly interesting/pleasurable as well as mentally           

stimulating experiences.” (Nambisan, 2010) the “cognitive benefits” and the “social          

integrative” benefits were both picked the same number of times while the “personal             

integrative benefits” was chosen only once. We acknowledge our sample is small. In             

fact, we decided to send the survey solely to the attendees of the participatory              

design workshop that we ran in Chifco. We wanted to know the opinions of the               

people who experienced the approach.  

 

Throughout the interviews with Cheniour and Baouendi, we noticed that when           

describing the experiences of the participants to their workshop they were illustrating            

some of the benefits of the uses and gratification model. Although the model is used               

for media, we believe that those benefits, described for classical co-creation           

workshops, can be replicated for the VCEs as well. In fact, Baouendi described the              

participants as being proud of the results obtained through the design thinking            

methodology since they were generating ideas through a creative process. When           

she worked with kids she stated that they were playful and enjoyed the experience.              

Both of those examples illustrate the “hedonic or affective benefits.” 

 

Cheniour worked with the same group over a long period of time, running             

several workshops with the same people. Near the completion of her experience,            

she noticed that the participants acquired a new set of skills. As written in our               

narrative, she stated “that they started understanding the basics of empathy, the            

weight of co-creation, and the importance of feedbacks. Also, they gained           

observation and communication skills. In a way, they became open minded.” The            

participants were satisfied by that and acknowledged the change. This illustrates the            

“Cognitive or learning benefits” of the uses and gratification model.  
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The last example of the benefits is from the interview held with Nefzaoui, the              

company representative of Chifco that participated in our workshop. As written in our             

narrative in the second chapter, she stated that the experiment “was a new way of               

gathering information about their products and services, as well as introducing the            

technology to the participants.” She illustrates the first benefit which is “cognitive            

benefit”, where the participants are learning about the technologies offered by           

Chifco.  

 

The uses and gratification framework illustrates four different categories of          

motivation for people to participate in the VCEs. This will help Tunisians companies             

and the government to identify the best options for implementing and using such             

platforms. 

Participatory Design and E-Government 
Another way to foster technological innovations through participatory design is          

to use a human-centric approach with E-government initiatives. As explained in the            

theoretical chapter, there are two important points with the participatory design and            

e-government concept. First, different systems that were developed by governments          

ended up failing because their initial design did not take into account the needs of               

the citizens nor the way administrations function. Their design was based on cost             

cutting while driven by political motives. In fact, people were asking to revert back to               

the old administrations. (Anthopoulos, Siozos & Tsoukalas, 2007) 

 

On the other hand, adopting a human centered approach when developing           

those systems, will have higher chances of success. E-government initiatives should           

align with the needs and requirements of the users. (Olphert & Damodaran, 2005)             

Through our interview with Toumi , the head of the minister cabinet, we learnt that               

the Tunisian Ministry of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy had          

developed a new plan for the country, involving several E-government systems.  
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As stated in our narrative in chapter two, one of the four strategic axes of the                

ministry is E-government. The vision behind it is to transform the administration            

through the usage and adoption of digital technologies. One of the most important             

initiatives within this axe is to have digital services for the citizens. In the online               

digital strategy document, it is stated that the final goal is to “evolve towards an               

online, transactional, citizen oriented services.” (Ministère des Technologies de la          

Communication et de l’Economie Numérique, 2017) While stating that it should be            

citizen oriented, there were no co-creation processes involved, to our knowledge.  

 

Another pillar of Digital Tunisia 2020 is E-Business. As stated in the narrative,             

its vision is to transform the businesses with the use of digital technologies for a               

better competitivity, productivity and integration. One of its goals is to develop and             

promote E-health, E-tourism, E-retail and E-logistics through the post office platform,           

to develop an E-cultural numerical content. Lastly, it aims at introducing an E-citizen             

program, through developing public mandatory E-services for citizens. (Ministère des          

Technologies de la Communication et de l’Economie Numérique, 2017) As          

mentioned earlier, to our knowledge, the government did not use a co-design            

approach. 

 

We believe that the ministry should adopt a participatory design approach and            

involve citizens in the creation process as explained by Olphert and Damodaran.            

(2005) In that case, citizens will feel empowered since they participated actively in             

the development of a project. Furthermore, the government will minimize the odds of             

failure that can lead to a loss of resources. The ministry should use participatory              

design to develop all those new services, knowing that, that it will be the first time for                 

Tunisia to get such centralized and developed systems. In that particular instance, if             

the government uses participatory design it will be a way of fostering technological             

innovations in Tunisia. A series of similar workshops to the one we planned for              

Chifco could be carried out in different regions of Tunisia to have a more              

homogeneous sample. It should be based on opinions of people from different social             

classes. 
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Power Distance in Tunisia 

Power distance is one of the four cultural values originally identified and            

defined by Hofstede as part of his comparative behavioral research that took place             

within a multinational firm, worldwide. Power distance has been defined as the extent             

to which inequalities are accepted, unavoidable and justifiable between individuals,          

groups, and societies. (Hofstede, 1984)  

 

 Power distance is rooted within the Tunisian culture. Its educational system           

symbolizes it explicitly. Since a young age, pupils learn not to respect their teachers              

but to feel intimidated by them and their authority. They are taught to fear the               

punishments. One example worth mentioning is the case of large pupils’ backpacks,            

where children would rather have all their books with them every day of the week out                

of fear from their teachers. Furthermore, both writers of this thesis can recall several              

personal stories where they felt this anxiety in the classroom. Fear and submission             

are the foundations of the relationship between the two parties. Pupils see their             

teachers as an autocratic and paternalistic figure. They are expected to follow            

blindly, without questioning the teacher’s decision. They should only show respect           

and obedience.  

 

Most of the Tunisian people grew up with this fear. It is part of their cultural                

heritage from a young age. This fear lingers and follows them during their adult life. It                

becomes associated with most leaders or bosses they encounter during their           

professional life. The leader becomes the autocratic, paternalistic figures that replace           

the teachers. The pupils who became adults still show loyalty, obedience, and            

submission to their leader. The society taught them, since a young age, to follow              

directives blindly. 

 

From the previous examples, we can conclude that the person holding power            

and seen as a figure of authority is given more importance and weight within the               

society. Subordinates expect them to be the ones taking the decisions. Being a             
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powerful and authoritarian figure, the leader tends to be distant and inaccessible to             

people having less power. This behavior leads to organizations and societies being            

task oriented rather than focusing on the people. This approach helps to maintain the              

limits present in hierarchical relationships.  

 

Corruption, nepotism, social injustice, these are some of the qualifications          

used to describe Tunisia under the Ben Ali era. The twenty-three years of             

dictatorship represented a gloomy period for the country. Furthermore, during this           

period, power distance only grew stronger and more dominant within the society.            

Inequalities were recognized and tolerated by citizens and national forces.          

Discrimination and injustice were present in policies, regulations and within the           

administration. Rules and regulations were being changed to accommodate the          

president and his family’s interests rather than the citizen’s interests. People would            

not dare to speak their minds about the situation, let alone criticizing the members of               

the Ben Ali or Trabelsi clan. They were known and designated as a clan and a band                 

of criminals and law offenders by the population. It took this same population             

twenty-three years to stand up for itself and demand its freedom from this scourge.  

 

When comparing the situation described above to the definition of power           

distance suggested by Hofstede, we cannot help but notice the various similarities            

displayed. In his definition, Hofstede states that in high power distance societies,            

inequalities are accepted by individuals. Some cope with these inequalities by           

assuming that they are unavoidable and legitimate. It was the case for many             

Tunisian citizens, especially those who resided in rural areas, before the revolution.            

Few growth opportunities, high unemployment rates, and poor infrastructures         

characterize Tunisian rural areas. Those characteristics make them mostly exposed          

to inequalities. Moreover, the revolution started in a rural city. In this case, high              

power distance relates negatively to the social progress of a nation.  

 

Baouendi pointed an interesting remark in her interview; she noticed that           

Tunisian participants tend to not speak their minds, as they auto-censure           

themselves. When comparing it to workshops she had with people from countries            
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where freedom of speech and creativity are encouraged; she observed that it usually             

takes her an extra time and effort to make the Tunisian crowd feel comfortable to               

participate and talk openly. Furthermore, she recalled a workshop she had last year             

with children. She was amazed by the fact that kids do not censor themselves, talk               

openly and are not afraid to fail. Feedback culture is not implemented within             

Tunisians as it can be considered as an offense towards the superior or leader.              

Feedback from someone on the lower level of hierarchy directed towards someone            

on the higher level tends to be respectful, positive and courteous. The goal is not to                

criticize or express an opinion on a certain matter, but to show respect and              

obedience. Furthermore, a person at a higher level would not seek feedback from a              

subordinate as this can be interpreted as a sign of weakness, thus causing a              

disturbance in hierarchical power.  (Daniels & Greguras, 2014) 

 

 Furthermore, having lived under a dictatorship for many years, and fearing the            

consequences of their words, Tunisians have learned to apply a certain censorship            

on what they say. During the Ben Ali era, we were taught to hide our thoughts about                 

the situation of the country, and only talk positively about the president and his              

family. Our parents used to warn us to be careful with our words and to not speak of                  

such matters in front of strangers. Some people thought that the government spied             

on the citizens by following them and having police listen to private conversations for              

example. The dictatorship era left a scar on most Tunisians. Feedback and criticism             

culture was not encouraged nor tolerated, especially towards certain matters such as            

the state and the president.  
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

VCEs opportunities in Tunisia 

As stated in the first two narrative chapters, Topnet is one of the largest              

internet services provider in Tunisia. Its goal is to be the platform commercializing             

IoT technologies developed by startups. Besides selling the products it offers           

different services to the startups: a marketing network, a technical support call            

center, a cloud storage… As its direct competitor 3s offers the same services for              

startups and shares the same ambitions. A VCE platform is an opportunity for such              

large corporations as they already have the resources to develop and host such a              

service.  

 

The VCE would prove valuable in developing new products and services as            

well as collecting knowledge about the technologies offered by the startups. Such a             

platform could, also, be a way to introduce the latest trends. Moreover, if one of the                

ISP makes the first move and implement the VCE, it can secure a part of the market,                 

attracting more partners with its added value. Each startup can have its own private              

VCE where it incentivizes its users to participate to co-design session. This can lead              

to improved product as well as new ones. The companies can use the VCEs for any                

of the five roles mentioned in the analysis. The first opportunity for VCEs that we               

conceptualized is the private sector. Companies and their customers would use a            

digital version of participatory design to foster technological innovation through          

online discussions and idea generation.  

 

Across our fieldwork, we learnt about several new initiatives that were           

introduced by the government. Also, through our findings and the analysis, we have             

previously discussed the tension that we noticed between the private and the public             

sector in Tunisia. On the other hand, the citizens are complaining about the lack of               

communication from the Government. A VCE initiated and led by the government            

could be a response to these issues. The platform can unite the three different              
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parties over the same topics. We suggest that the Tunisian Ministry of            

Communication Technologies and Digital Economy establishes a VCE about         

technological innovation and initiatives in its area of expertise. Private and public            

entities as well as citizens and experts interested in the matter would discuss policies              

and laws, government initiatives and latest technological innovations.  

 

If such an initiative was to succeed, it can, in turn, contaminate other             

ministries. The ideal situation would be to have wide VCEs for different issues and              

topics that would reunite those three parties over a peaceful discussion. The Ministry             

of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy would lead by example. We           

believe that this is what we need today in Tunisia, not only to foster technological               

innovation, but to restore a democratic conversation between opposing parties. We           

might have achieved a democracy on paper, but, we are far from being democratic.              

Especially, in this time of crisis where corruption is still active and communication is              

not carried out efficiently. The country needs stability. A true democracy will not be              

achieved until transparency reigns.  

 

Another digital revolution ?  

The arab spring revolution was carried through social media and the Internet.            

Tunisians united online. It is true that our research is investigating methods for             

participatory design to foster technological innovation in a Tunisian democracy.          

However, it also reaches a deeper topic: Tunisian democracy. In the 70s,            

Scandinavia has seen a workers’ revolution through participatory design. In 2011,           

Tunisia lived a revolution heavily reliant on the Internet. Perhaps, a digital revolution             

based on both the internet and participatory design is possible through VCEs?  

 

Participatory Design and Government Initiatives 

As stated in the analysis, we believe that the ministries should use            

participatory design for e-government initiatives, therefore making them more human          
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centric. Beyond fostering technological innovation through such methodologies, the         

government can, also, use a participatory design approach for problem-solving          

related to the technological field. For instance, as stated in the second chapter,             

Toumi told us that the government is working on a legal framework dedicated to              

startups. In this specific example, the government will be able to have different inputs              

from young entrepreneurs that are directly involved with the subject. Their           

knowledge and opinions could be valuable to draft a proper legal framework suited             

for them, as they  are in the heart of the matter.  

 

Furthermore, Chawki Gaddes, the president of the National Authority for          

Protection of Personal Data, drafted the new digital law that is being reviewed in the               

parlement. When we met him, he asked us to read the text and give him feedback                

about it, comparing it to the European Union law. Maybe, he could benefit from              

experts’ opinions that can for instance add exceptions to the text regarding specific             

technologies. Another entity that can benefit from participatory design approach is           

the National Agency for Computer Security. In fact, Frikha, its president, explained            

the that its role is to advise people on the use of technology and raise their                

awareness about potential threats. The agency is struggling to achieve its goals. By             

applying a co-design approach, it would be able to come up with new and innovative               

way of raising awareness about internet related issues, especially among the           

younger generation. 

 

IoT and the Will to Change 

The future of IoT in Tunisia seems promising. There is a clear will from              

different parties to achieve a maturation on the field. The government envisions for             

Tunisia to become a technological hub. Through the combined efforts of           

entrepreneurs, startups, large corporations and government official, we are confident          

that this kind of technological innovation will flourish soon.  
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Gaddes, a professor in law and policy and the president of the National             

Authority of Protection of Personal Data, wrote a bill about data privacy in Tunisia.              

The manuscript includes extensive law text about the internet of things. Furthermore,            

it covers topic directly related to IoT, such as cloud computing and data privacy. The               

government asked him to accomplish this task. (Gaddes, 2017) Also, the ministry is             

working on the startup act that will ease their market penetration. It proves that there               

is a will to develop a proper framework for technologies such as IoT to prosper.  

 

In our opinion, the turning point that will enable such technologies to be             

deployed, is the ecosystem. With the proper one, the number of startups in the area               

would skyrocket. But, When would the sector mature? When would the parliament            

review and accept the new bill? Would the government release the startup act?             

Would they consider other emerging technologies like artificial intelligence? All those           

inquiries remain answered for now. There is a clear will to change and innovate.              

However, will it die out under the bureaucratic processes similarly to other projects?  

 

Power Distance in Tunisia  

Through the different testimonials collected via our interviews, and through          

our narrative, as Tunisians who have seen and experienced the dictatorship and the             

Revolution, we came to several conclusions.  

 

First, many different aspects push us to acknowledge that Tunisia is and has             

always been high on the power distance dimension. Even though the revolution put a              

term to the dictatorship, a cultural heritage of fear still lies within many of us. A                

revolution is not enough to erase the twenty-three years of intimidation, fearfulness,            

and  misery. Many obstacles and barriers will face this young democracy.  

 

Furthermore, innovative ideas come from people on the lower level of power.            

Unfortunately, due to hierarchy and social order, it can be perceived as an offense to               

introduce the innovation to those at the higher level of power. Power distance is              
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associated negatively with the ability of a society or nation to innovate. Innovations             

and more important innovations coming from lower power levels can be seen as a              

threat to the social order, as they might disturb the hierarchy in place. Hence, power               

distance and hierarchy inhibit innovations and is negatively related to the social            

progress of a nation. (Daniels & Greguras, 2014) 

 

We believe that despite the hierarchy and the significant power distance level            

present in Tunisia, change and innovation are happening. The revolution took place            

primarily to fight the corruption and the disastrous economic situation of the country.             

After the revolution, the country has seen a development and a success of the              

entrepreneurial initiatives and a rise of the start-up. Building on the testimonials            

collected through our fieldwork, we concluded that innovation is taking place, despite            

the many obstacles on its way.  

 

We believe that participatory design can have a major role in helping the             

country exploring and fostering its innovative power. More initiatives that aim at            

encouraging change are being brought up to life, either through the public or the              

private sector. Fehri stated that: “ The only way for this country to survive is to help                 

and encourage start-ups because there will be the catalyst in the success throughout             

the country.” Fehri is currently working as the CEO of BiatLabs, a start-up incubator.              

Fehri is confident that the future of the country relies on its youth, and on their ability                 

to bring change and progress. The government is working on several initiatives in             

that sense as well.  

 

Follow up  

After the workshop, we prepared a detailed report to send to the company.             

The report included among other things, a thorough description of the workshop and             

a video highlighting key moments of the workshop. A link to the video was added to                

the appendices (Appendix C) for our reader of the this thesis. Furthermore, the video              

contains english subtitles. Unfortunately, we have not heard back from the company            
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after sending the report. It took us a couple of months after the workshop to prepare                

the report. Hence, we acknowledge that we are in part responsible for that.  

Contemplating the Workshop 

The workshop achieved all the goals that we set at the beginning and inspired              

us to have complementary goals and research. In fact, we thought that having that              

workshop multiple times in the company would help them improve their products and             

services. However, companies in Tunisia are more inclined towards tangible          

outcomes and short term vision, so telling them that the workshop would only bring              

advice to the table, in terms of product design, is not sufficient enough for the high                

management, as they need to have another secondary objective, that would be more             

attractive for them, for instance, marketing and public relations. Maybe a start-up set             

up, with a young internationally experienced management, would allow to better           

grasp the importance of a primary objective, while more traditional companies or            

family businesses would simply find it an odd matter.  

 

Thankfully, the company representative who attended the workshop        

understands well the objective and way of thinking behind such a methodology. After             

two weeks, when we got back to Denmark, we held a Skype meeting with that               

person, to have a follow-up on the workshop. We found out that she was eager to                

hold more workshops in the future, since she was inspired and impressed by the              

potential of such a methodology. When we first planned the workshop, we were             

interested in observing whether or not such methodology would spread within the            

company’s practices. Despite Nefzaoui’s enthusiasm about the workshop, and her          

willingness to repeat the experience by herself, we do not know if she decided to               

move forward. We wanted to know the repercussion of our intervention within the             

company. Would it grow? Would it die out? If it was the former, would it echo to other                  

companies as well, contaminating other industries afterward?  

 

Another important topic to discuss, is our limitations concerning the          

workshops. Although we had facilitating experiences in the past, we did not have any              
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experience with participatory design workshops. This trial was our first experience in            

running such a workshop. Since we never attended one, we cannot judge our own              

performance. Nevertheless, all went according to plan, and the feedback we           

gathered later was positive. 

 

We aimed at organizing more workshops. Unfortunately, it did not go as we             

expected, as our second workshop was canceled at the very last minute that same              

day, and we did not manage to organize another one due to time constraints. We               

think that having more workshops would have been valuable for our research as it              

would have helped us with data gathering, and provide us with another sample to              

study.  

 

Another major disadvantage, is that we did not have more company           

representatives with us during the workshop, especially, one of the designers of the             

solution, as it is important to have someone who can judge the feasibility of the input                

given by the participants.  

 

Another point worth mentioning, was the lack of parity among the participants;            

five out of the six participants were women. We wanted to have a balanced group,               

but we, unfortunately, did not manage to do so. Furthermore, the meeting room             

where we held the workshop was not optimal for our needs, and was far from what                

we envisioned. In fact, we wanted something that was easier going, and less strict,              

as we envisioned a setup which would be fun for the participants, and relaxing in a                

way to enlighten the mood and engage more debate and conversation.  
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Conclusion 

 

During our fieldwork, we were able to interview several people on topics such             

as IoT in Tunisia as well as design thinking. We were also able to run a participatory                 

design workshop with Chifco, a Tunisian start-up, commercializing IoT technologies.  

 

We learned about the upcoming governmental strategies for technological         

innovations in the country as well as the latest initiatives. We talked to experts about               

the current legal framework and directives for protection of personal data as it is              

deeply related to the technology studied. An instance is treating such cases in             

Tunisia. Its president Gaddes wrote the new digital law that is currently being             

processed in the ministry. Another governmental agency is raising awareness about           

the threats of internet enabled devices. In fact, IoT is prone to web-based attacks,              

thus our interest in the subject.  

 

Furthermore, we had the chance to interview two consultants using design           

thinking methodologies which are closely related to the participatory design ones.           

We discovered that it is not common in the country and that few businesses know               

about it. We had insights on the opinions of Tunisians toward this processes. They              

shared with us their experiences with these approaches. They provided us with            

multiple examples of the way they used them in Tunisia. 

 

The workshop that we planned with Chifco brought us first-hand experience           

on the subject. As we were facilitating it, we were able to observe directly the way                

such methodologies unfold in this cultural context. In that way, we forged our own              

opinion about the topic and were able to have our own perspective on it. 

 

Through our study, we found out that Tunisia is a high power distance society.              

This means that innovation should rarely occur. Nonetheless, it is still happening. In             

fact, after the revolution, multiple accelerators were founded which in turn, increased            
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the number of start-ups. It was the case for our first interview with Fehri where a                

young engineer was raising funds for his upcoming IoT venture.  

 

We investigated how VCEs might be suitable for Tunisia as a way to use              

participatory design online. VCEs can reinstate the discussion between the private           

and public sector. Furthermore, it is a way for the citizens to reach out to the                

government. VCEs can potentially solve the long going communication issue faced           

by the country. As it was stated in the discussion It could lead to a second digital                 

revolution in Tunisia similar to the one that occurred in Scandinavia through            

participatory design during the 70's. Finally, VCEs represent a way to foster            

technological innovation in Tunisia. Also, we examined the reasons that might           

motivate people to engage in participatory design initiatives such as workshops or            

VCEs. We applied the uses and gratification framework. 

 

The goal of our research is to uncover the ways participatory design can             

foster technological innovation in Tunisia. Our study led us to believe that VCEs are              

one way to respond to our inquiry. Besides the fact that VCEs can improve              

communication issues, they can be used as a virtual co-creation platform through            

which Tunisians can generate ideas. This would help companies build a more            

customer centric product as well as improve and consolidate government initiatives           

in the technological field. Another option is through the use of participatory design             

workshop similar to the one planned with Chifco. The government can resort to such              

processes to deploy new technologies in the country. For instance, it can be             

combined with Tunisia 2020 -the digital strategy-, to create consumer oriented           

services and infrastructure.  

 

Through our study, we use a mix of ethnographic, autoethnographic and           

narrative approaches. This enables us to bring our own perspective to the study, in              

order to visualize the future of participatory design and technological innovation such            

as IoT. As Tunisians and researchers, we narrate our field work and recollections of              

our past to give more depth and context to our research. We self-reflect on these               

tales applying theoretical frameworks to them. Our narrative can be used by other             
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researchers that want to study this subject. There are, yet, different questions that             

have to be answered. 

Although we suggested the use of VCEs in Tunisia, we did not experiment             

with them. Studies should be made on the usage of such technologies in developing              

countries. We believe that VCEs should be tested as there is a clear gap in the                

knowledge, especially in a North African culture. Furthermore, studies should be           

made on the future of co-creation methodologies in Tunisia. As those processes are             

widely spread in Europe and North America, they have to be adapted and tuned to               

the Tunisian culture. As we explain through our work, some consultants are already             

using them. Research should be conducted with their aid, as their experience is             

important and required. IoT technologies are still at an inception stage in our country.              

How would those technologies develop in the long-run?  
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Appendix A 
 

Survey Sent to the Participants of the Workshop 
 

This appendix contains the short survey that we sent to the participants of the              
workshop. The survey was meant to study the motivation of the participants of Chifco              
workshop to use VCEs. Also, it was intended to gather their opinions on VCEs              
usability in Tunisia. The survey was designed in French at it is simpler to gather the                
opinion of the participants in this way.  
 

 

Motivation Plate-forme Virtuelle de design participatif 

Après le workshop de Chifco au lequel vous avez participé, nous voudrions savoir si vous serez                
motivé à réitérer l'expérience en ligne sur une plate-forme virtuelle. L'idée est d'avoir une plate-forme               
virtuelle gérée par le gouvernement dans le but de développer de nouvelles technologies et des               
initiatives gouvernementales basées sur les avis de potentiels consommateurs ainsi que des experts             
dans le domaine. 

* Required 

- Qu'est-ce que vous pensez de ce genre d'initiative ? * 

 

 
- Est-ce que vous serez intéressés de partager vos idées sur ce genre de             

plate-forme d'une façon bénévole ? Pourquoi? * 
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- Quelles sont vos principales motivations pour participer à une telle          
initiative, si intéressés ? * 

 

a) Je serais à jour par rapport aux initiatives lancées par le gouvernement. Je pourrais              

apprendre plus sur de nouvelles technologies et leurs fonctionnalités. 

b) Je ressens un sentiment d'appartenance à une communauté de personnes qui           

partagent leurs idées et donne des avis pour aider au lancement de produit services              

ou initiatives. 

c) Je vais démontrer mes connaissances sur un sujet et mon aptitude à résoudre des              

problèmes complexes. 

d) Je pense que ce genre d'activités est un exercice plaisant ( ou intéressant) pour              

stimuler des aptitudes mentales. 

e) Je ne suis pas intéressé. 

f) autre 

 

- Si vous avez répondu à la question précédente, est-ce que vous pourrez            
developpe votre avis sur la motivation choisie? (Si plusieurs réponses ont           
été cochées, choisissez-en une prioritaire) 
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Appendix B 
 

Survey responses 
 
This appendix contains the responses that were given by the participants to the             
survey. The survey is included in Appendix A. The responses were given in French.              
Four persons out of the six that participated in the survey have answered to the               
survey. 
 
The responses: 
 

- Qu'est-ce que vous pensez de ce genre d'initiative ? (4 responses) 
a) Très intéressante. Ca permet de transmettre beaucoup d'idées de différentes parties et c'est             

très interactif ! 
b) Très bonne initiative (surtout d'impliquer le consommateur dans le choix de l'objet concerné) 
c) C'est une bonne initiative étant donné que ca pourrait élargir le nombre de participants et               

avoir plusieurs autres communautés et ne pas être limité par 6 ou 7 venant tous du même                 
environnement. 

d) Je pense que c'est novateur et très intéressant, ça semble avoir beaucoup de potentiel. 

 

- Est-ce que vous serez intéressés de partager vos idées sur ce genre de             
plate-forme d'une façon bénévole ? Pourquoi? (4 responses) 

a) Oui biensur. C'est efficace , ça permet l'échange des points de vue et nous invite à réfléchir                 
en groupe ce qui justifie l'efficacité 

b) Oui pourquoi pas. Un avis de plus sera toujours bénéfique. 
c) Bénévole peut-être, en fait ça dépend de l'idée si elle est vraiment novatrice et que peut être                 

un jour j'en ferais un projet personnel ceci pourrait être compliqué. Par contre si c'est pour                
l'amélioration d'un produit par exemple (que j'aurais au mieux essayé auparavant) pourquoi            
pas. 

d) Oui, pourquoi pas, cela pourrait être intéressant de partager ces idées avec d'autres             
personnes intéressées par le même sujet. 

 
 

- Quelles sont vos principales motivations pour participer à une telle initiative, si            
intéressés ? 
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- Si vous avez répondu à la question précédente, est-ce que vous pourrez            

developpe votre avis sur la motivation choisie? (Si plusieurs réponses ont été            
cochées, choisissez-en une prioritaire) (4 responses) 

 
a) Vu que j'ai participé au workshop sans pour autant être experte dans la matière , c'était une                 

bonne occasion pour moi d'apprendre et donner mon avis étant neutre et donc j'ai bénéficié               
en termes de formation et j'ai ajouté une valeur au brainstorming en transmettant mon avis               
comme consommatrice . 

b) Les idées sont diversifiées d'une personne à une autre, donc plus on demande de nouveaux               
avis mieux c'est, surtout si les personnes interrogées appartiennent à des domaines de travail              
différents.. 
 

c) Je pense qu'au lieu d'être un simple consommateur je préfère être un créateur. Et surtout               
qu'on a souvent pas l'occasion d'être informés autant qu'on le voudrait sur les nouvelles              
avancées 

d) C'est toujours intéressant d'échanger des idées, surtout sur un sujet qui m'intéresse. C'est             
une bonne occasion pour débattre. 
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Appendix C  
 

 WorkShop Participatory Design Chifco Highlights 
 

 
This video was filmed during the workshop that was planned with Chifco on March              
30, 2017. It illustrates highlights of the workshop where participants are review the             
product of Chifco: the IP Cam and the Bracelet. The participants talks mainly in              
French and Arabic. We added the subtitles in English. The video was sent to Chifco               
as part of a report made about the workshop. 
 
The video can be accessed through this youtube link: 
https://youtu.be/Q1R8Ki53U48  
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Appendix D 
 

Setting of the Workshop and Output of the Participants 
 

This appendix contains photographs of the workshop that was planned with Chifco            
on March 30, 2017. The photographs illustrate the setting where the experiment took             
place. Furthermore, it documents how the participants were interacting. Finally, there           
are photographs of the output of the presentation made by the participants.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Workshop setting 1. This figure illustrate the interactions during the workshop. 

Tunis. March 30, 2017. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Workshop setting 2. This figure illustrate the interactions during the workshop. 
Tunis. March 30, 2017. 
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Figure 3. Workshop setting 3. This figure illustrate the interactions during the workshop. 

Tunis. March 30, 2017. 

 
Figure 4. Redesign of the IP CAM. This figure illustrate redesign of the IP Cam proposed by 

the participants. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 
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Figure 5. Redesign of the Bracelet. This figure illustrate redesign of the redesign proposed 
by the participants. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 

 
Figure 6. Review of the IP Cam Product. This figure illustrate the output that was made by 
the participants during the workshop as a review of the product. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 

 
Figure 7. Review of the Bracelet Product. This figure illustrate the output that was made by 

the participants during the workshop as a review of the product. Tunis. March 30, 2017. 
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Appendix E 
 

Interviews and Workshop Recording  
 

This appendix contains the interview that were recorded in Tunisia, during our            
fieldtrip. It also contains the Workshop recordings. The interviews are mostly in            
French and Tunisian Arabic. One of the interviews was partially in English. The             
output of the interview was translated and told as a story in the second chapter of the                 
thesis. The workshop was told from our perspective in the first chapter of the thesis.               
The interviews can be accessed through the following google drive folder: 
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9H139EZklhAQnJlUV91LW5Xakk?usp=sharing 
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